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Understanding of the chemical processes that govern formation and destruction
of nitrogen oxides (NOx ) in combustion processes continues to be a challenge.
Even though this area has been the subject of extensive research over the last
four decades, there are still unresolved issues that may limit the accuracy of
engineering calculations and thereby the potential of primary measures for NO x
control. In this review our current understanding of the mechanisms that are
responsible for combustion-generated nitrogen-containing air pollutants is discussed. The thermochemistry of the relevant nitrogen compounds is updated,
using the Active Thermochemical Tables (ATcT) approach. Rate parameters for
the key gas-phase reactions of the nitrogen species are surveyed, based on available information from experiments and high-level theory. The mechanisms for
thermal and prompt-NO, for fuel-NO, and NO formation via NNH or N 2 O are
discussed, along with the chemistry of NO removal processes such as reburning
and Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction of NO. Each subset of the mechanism is
evaluated against experimental data and the accuracy of modeling predictions
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is discussed.

1 Introduction
Emission of oxides of nitrogen from combustion and high temperature industrial
processes continues to be an environmental concern.

Nitrogen oxides, collec-

tively termed NO x , are formed in essentially all combustion processes, mostly
as nitric oxide (NO) with smaller amounts of nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ) and nitrous
oxide (N2 O). Nitric oxide is subsequently oxidized to NO 2 in the atmosphere.
Nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide are acid rain precursors and participate in the
generation of photochemical smog, while nitrous oxide is a greenhouse gas.

Several separate mechanisms have been identied that can lead to formation
of nitrogen oxides in signicant quantities.

These mechanisms involve either

xation of the molecular nitrogen contained in the combustion air or oxidation
of organic nitrogen chemically bound in the fuel. Figure 1 provides an overview
of the most important sources of NO in combustion.

For gaseous fuels with no or negligible amounts of fuelbound nitrogen (e.g., natural gas), as well as for fuels with a low nitrogen content (oil, woody biomass,
plastic waste), formation of NO arises from xation of N 2 in the combustion
air. Homogeneous mechanisms for xation of N 2 involve the attack of reactive
radicals (O, CH n , H) on the triple bond in molecular nitrogen [14]. These reactions form either NO or a reactive nitrogen intermediate (N 2 O, cyanides, NNH)
that may subsequently be oxidized to NO. For fuels with a considerable content
of organically bound nitrogen, i.e., most solid fuels, oxidation of fuel-bound nitrogen constitutes the dominant source of nitrogen oxides.

Here, formation of

NO will depend on the partitioning of fuel-N between volatiles and char.

The

chemistry of the volatile nitrogen is complicated, since it may involve oxidation
of tar-N, soot-N, cyclic compounds, and light species such as HCN and NH 3 .
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Volatile-N from coal is mostly released with tar, emerging subsequently mainly
as HCN, while for biomass and low rank coals, signicant amounts of NH 3 may
be released directly from the solid matrix during devolatilization [3].

Figure 1: Simplied reaction path diagram illustrating the major steps in the
formation of thermal NO, prompt NO, and fuel NO. Recycling of NO to N 2
through reaction with atomic nitrogen or to cyanides through reaction with
hydrocarbon radicals is not shown.
A large amount of work has been devoted to improve the understanding of NO x
formation mechanisms in combustion and to develop control strategies to reduce
emissions [13,5,6]. Restrictions on NO x emissions that used to apply only to
large combustion systems such as power plants are now implemented on ever
smaller scales: they continue to be a driving force for research and development
in many industrial high temperature processes. In large power plants and for
certain engines, emissions are typically controlled by catalytic ue gas cleaning.
However, this technology can be challenging to use for fuels such as biomass and
waste due to poisoning issues or undesirable due to comparatively high costs. For
this reason there is still an incentive to control NO x emissions by primary means
3

or by in-situ techniques such as Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) or
reburning. To achieve this aim, it is important to have access to reliable and
versatile chemical kinetic models for formation and consumption of NO in high
temperature processes. The use of detailed reaction mechanisms together with
engineering models such as Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has, with the
strongly enhanced computational power now available, become an important
tool in designing low-NO x combustion systems.
The objective of the present work is to establish and evaluate a state-of-the-art,
non-optimized chemical kinetic model for homogeneous nitrogen chemistry in
combustion. It is based on the work on nitrogen chemistry reported over the
last decades, drawing also on recent advances in the knowledge of thermochemistry and reaction rates from theoretical work. The dierent mechanisms for
formation and consumption of NO are discussed and the key reaction steps are
evaluated. Dierent subsets of the model are validated against experimental
data and the predictive capability of the mechanism is assessed.
To limit the scope of the review, we emphasize nitrogen chemistry in combustion of light hydrocarbons, mostly CH 4 , and/or light fuel-nitrogen species
(HCN, NH3 , HNCO) at atmospheric or sub-atmospheric pressure. Oxidation of
heterocyclic nitrogen compounds, which may be formed in combustion of more
complex fuels, or of energetic materials such as nitroalkanes are not addressed
in the current work. Furthermore, we focus on experimental conditions that
are suciently well-dened for kinetic interpretation and refrain from modeling
practical combustion systems, partly due to the fact that turbulent ow characteristics and turbulence/chemistry interactions may play a signicant role, and
partly due to the need for simplied chemistry when used in computational uid
dynamics calculations.
In this review, a wide range of experimental data has been selected for model
validation, including results from laminar premixed ames at low and atmospheric pressure, from shock tube experiments, and from jet-stirred reactors.
4

Modeling predictions have also been compared extensively to data obtained in
laminar ow reactors. However, data from ow reactors are prone to uncertainties in initial conditions, either due to conditioning (mixing, preheating) or
interference from reactions on the reactor surface, even for fairly inert materials such as quartz and alumina. For this reason, care must be taken when
interpreting the results [7]. In App. A, it is discussed how quartz surfaces may
interact with the gas phase chemistry in ow and batch reactors. In reality, all
experimental approaches suer from complications that must be kept in mind
when used for model development and evaluation.
2 Detailed Chemical Kinetic Model

A chemical kinetic model consists of a reaction mechanism along with thermodynamic properties and transport coecients for the involved species. A reaction
mechanism for nitrogen chemistry in combustion will have to include submechanisms for hydrocarbon oxidation, oxidation of reactive nitrogen species (amines,
cyanides, etc.), and interactions between the hydrocarbon and nitrogen chemistry (e.g., prompt NO, reburning). The model established in this review is
based on work on nitrogen chemistry published over the last 40 years. However,
the thermochemistry and the rate constants for reactions important for formation and consumption of NO are re-evaluated based on recent high-level theory
work. The full model in Chemkin input format is available as Supplementary
Material. Specic aspects of the model are discussed in detail in the following.
2.1

Thermodynamic properties

Table 1 lists thermodynamic properties for selected species in the model. The
data for these species were reevaluated in the present work using the Active
Thermochemical Tables (ATcT) approach [8,9]. Particular emphasis was on the
5

thermochemistry of selected hydrocarbon radicals and reactive nitrogen species.
Where relevant, these are discussed in more detail in the sections below. Heats
of formation for the CH n hydrocarbon radicals are entirely consistent with the
recent evaluation of Ruscic [10], which was based on ver. 1.122 of the ATcT
Thermochemical Network (TN) [11]. The listed values are based on the updated
progeny ATcT TN ver. 1.122b, which was augmented with new determinations
during a subsequent eort to extract the best currently available energy dierence between HCN and HNC, as well as the enthalpies of formation of these two
species and their positive and negative ions [12]. ATcT TN ver. 1.122b was also
used to develop and benchmark new high-level composite electronic structure
methods known as ANLn [13].

In order to obtain the requisite NASA ther-

modynamic polynomials for the species listed in Table 1, JANAF-style tabular
ATcT outputs based on the results from TN ver. 1.122b (containing temperatures, isobaric heat capacities, entropies, enthalpy increments, and enthalpies
of formation, using 50 K increments) were tted using the gold-standard NASA
PAC program of McBride and Gordon [14].
The thermodynamic properties for other species were mostly adopted from the
Ideal Gas Thermochemical Database by Goos, Burcat and Ruscic [15] (which is
periodically updated with available ATcT enthalpies of formation).

2.2

Reaction mechanism

The core of the reaction mechanism is based on recent work by the authors
on the chemistry of C 1 -C2 hydrocarbons [1618], amines [19], cyanides [20],
and hydrocarbon/nitrogen interactions [2123]. However, many features of the
model date back to work in the 1980's [1, 24]. The nitrogen chemistry subsets
of the mechanism will be discussed in the following sections. In this section we
discuss briey the reactions in the fuel oxidation subset that are of particular
importance for the nitrogen chemistry.

6

Species
NH3
NH2
NH
N
NNH
NO
NO2
NO3
N2 O
HCN
HNC
CN
NCN
HNO
HON
HONO
HNO2
HONO2
CH4
CH3
3 CH
2
1 CH
2
CH
C

H298
-10.89
44.46
85.75
112.92
59.70
21.78
8.14
17.72
19.73
30.90
45.98
105.17
107.74
25.56
51.28
-18.80
-10.55
-32.07
-17.81
34.98
93.57
102.54
142.48
171.34

S298
46.07
46.57
43.32
36.64
53.65
50.37
57.40
61.76
52.58
48.24
49.13
48.43
53.92
52.79
55.21
60.70
57.02
63.78
44.54
46.37
46.58
45.25
43.75
37.79

Cp,300
8.53
8.05
6.97
4.97
8.22
7.14
8.90
12.28
9.25
8.59
9.64
6.97
9.88
8.09
8.44
11.08
9.28
12.98
8.55
9.11
8.53
8.11
6.97
4.98

Cp,400
9.24
8.24
6.97
4.97
8.62
7.16
9.68
13.73
10.21
9.38
10.20
7.03
10.77
8.45
9.07
12.42
10.58
15.33
9.71
9.76
9.01
8.37
6.99
4.97

Cp,500
10.04
8.51
6.99
4.97
9.11
7.29
10.44
14.94
10.96
9.98
10.60
7.16
11.52
8.96
9.66
13.51
11.85
17.22
11.14
10.38
9.46
8.71
7.03
4.97

Cp,600
10.81
8.81
7.04
4.97
9.61
7.47
11.09
15.91
11.59
10.47
10.94
7.33
12.12
9.51
10.16
14.39
12.98
18.69
12.61
10.97
9.90
9.10
7.11
4.97

Cp,800
12.22
9.50
7.22
4.97
10.52
7.83
12.05
17.23
12.54
11.31
11.56
7.69
12.96
10.52
10.91
15.67
14.72
20.71
15.32
12.08
10.82
9.93
7.37
4.97

Cp,1000
13.44
10.19
7.47
4.97
11.26
8.12
12.67
18.04
13.20
12.01
12.10
8.00
13.45
11.36
11.48
16.56
15.95
21.93
17.63
13.07
11.79
10.73
7.68
4.97

Cp,1500
15.76
11.64
8.07
4.97
12.36
8.55
13.49
19.13
14.15
13.23
13.11
8.52
14.00
13.17
12.46
17.90
17.69
23.41
21.72
14.76
14.05
12.28
8.46
4.97

Table 1: Thermodynamic properties of selected species in the reaction mechanism from ATcT TN ver. 1.122b (see text). Units are kcal mol −1 for H, and cal
mol−1 K−1 for S and Cp . Temperatures are in K.
Formation and consumption of nitric oxide in combustion are strongly dependent on the radical pool. Formation of NO through the thermal NO mechanism,
or through N2 O or NNH, is dependent on the O/H radical pool, which is typically controlled by the fuel oxidation chemistry. To the extent the kinetic model
is able to provide a satisfactory description of the fuel oxidation chemistry, it
would be expected to predict the O/H radical pool fairly accurately. However,
under some conditions trace species chemistry has an impact on the radical pool.
For instance, the presence of nitrogen oxides may serve to promote or inhibit
fuel oxidation, depending on the conditions [4].
A more direct interaction between the nitrogen chemistry and the fuel oxidation
chemistry involves reactions of hydrocarbon radicals with N 2 (forming prompt
NO), with NO (reburn type reactions), or with other reactive nitrogen species
(for instance, converting amines to cyanides). Almost any fuel derived radical,
7

e.g., CH3 , 3 CH2 , 1 CH2 , CH, and C among the C 1 -radicals and C2 H, C2 , HCCO,
and C2 O from the C2 -radical pool, may be involved in this interaction. Among
these radicals, methylidyne (CH) is of special interest since it is suciently
reactive to attack even molecular nitrogen and initiate prompt NO formation.
In the present review, we limit our scope to nitrogen chemistry in combustion
of small hydrocarbons, mostly methane. In oxidation of methane, the CH and
C radicals are largely formed from the sequence
+H,OH 3

CH3 −→

+H,OH

+H,OH

CH2 −→ CH −→ C

In App. B, we take a look at the reactions that determine the levels of the
small hydrocarbon radicals and evaluate this part of the reaction mechanism.
Compared to previous modeling eorts, an important feature in the present
mechanism is the use of a more accurate rate constant for CH + H 2 O.
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3 Formation mechanisms for NO
3.1

Thermal NO

The thermal NO or Zeldovich mechanism [25] is the most important source
of NO in high-temperature gas combustion. The mechanism of thermal NO
formation is well established. The initiating step is attack of an oxygen atom
on the triple bond in N2 ,
O + N2  NO + N

(R1b)

This reaction has a high activation energy, about 75 kcal mol −1 [26], and it
is the rate limiting step in thermal NO formation. Once formed, the nitrogen
atom is rapidly oxidized to NO by reaction with OH or O 2 ,
N + OH  NO + H

(R2)

N + O2  NO + O

(R3)

The remaining issues in modeling thermal NO formation involve mainly the
accuracy of the rate constant for reaction R1, discussed below.
3.1.1

Reaction subset for thermal NO

Table 2 lists the rate constants for the reactions in thermal NO formation. The
rate constant for the rate limiting step (R1b) has been measured directly in
shock tube studies [27,28] and inferred from a number of ame studies [2936].
In addition, the reverse reaction,
N + NO  O + N2

9

(R1)

has been characterized experimentally over a wide range of temperature [26,37
46]. The N + NO reaction is expected to have little if any pressure dependence
because the minimum energy path on the ground electronic surface is purely
attractive with no minimum [47].
Figure 2 shows an Arrhenius plot for reaction R1. Data for the O + N 2 reaction (R1b) are converted through the equilibrium constant. Baulch et al. [26]
estimated the uncertainty in the rate constant to be a factor of two, providing
a recommendation for k 1b that is 50-70% larger than their value for k 1 divided
by the equilibrium constant.

1.
2.
3.

N + NO  O + N2
N + OH  NO + H
N + O2  NO + O

A

β

9.4E12
3.8E13
5.9E09

0.140
0.000
1.000

E

Source

0
0
6280

[46]
[48]
[49]

Table 2: Reactions involved in thermal NO formation. Parameters for use in
the modied Arrhenius expression k = AT β exp(-E/[RT]). Units are mol, cm,
s, cal.
We have adopted the rate constant for reaction R1 from the recent study of
Abian et al. [46]. They determined k 1 from ow reactor experiments, measuring
NO formation from N2 /O2 mixtures at 1700-1800 K, and extrapolated the rate
constant to a wider temperature range taking literature data into account. Their
resulting value is 25% above the recommendation of Baulch et al. for k 1 , while
it corresponds to a value k 1b 25% below the Baulch et al. evaluation, reconciling
the data for the forward and reverse rate constant (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Arrhenius plot for the reaction N + NO  O + N2 (R1). The black
symbols denote measurements of the forward reaction while the blue symbols
denote data obtained from measurements of the reverse step, converted using
the thermodynamic properties. Data for k 1 : Clyne et al. [3740], Lee et al.
[41], Koshi et al. [42], Davidson and Hanson [43], Michael and Lim [44], Mick
et al. [45], and Abian et al. [46]. Data derived from measurements of k 1b :
Monat et al. [27] and Thielen and Roth [28]. The long-dashed line shows the
recommendations of Baulch et al. [26] for k 1 , while the short-dashed line is the
value of k1 derived from their recommendation of k 1b . The solid line is the rate
constant recommended by Abian et al., adopted in the present work.
3.1.2

Modeling thermal NO formation

Comparatively little experimental work, reviewed in [46, 50, 51], has been conducted to characterize thermal NO formation under well-controlled conditions.
Following Abian et al. [46], we have selected the ow reactor data of Arai et
al. [52] and the ame data from Homer and Sutton [53] for comparison with
modeling predictions.
Arai et al. [52] conducted an experimental study of the O 2 /N2 system in an
isothermal laminar ow reactor, investigating the eect of the O 2 mole fraction
(0.05-0.95) and the temperature (1550-1750 K) on the formation of NO. Figure 3
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compares the measured NO concentrations reported by Arai et al. with modeling
predictions. Interference of the quartz reactor surface with the NO formation
in these experiments is expected to be negligible. Loss of atomic oxygen at the
reactor wall, which could be a concern (App. A), can be disregarded since O is
rapidly equilibrated with O 2 under these conditions [46].

Figure 3: Comparison between experimental data [52] and modeling predictions
for formation of NO from N 2 and O2 in a ow reactor as a function of temperature and mole fraction of O 2 in the O2 /N2 reactant gas mixture. Experimental
data are shown as symbols, while modeling predictions are shown as lines.
The agreement is within 20% or better. The dierences are most pronounced for
the highest temperature at O 2 levels above 30%, where the predicted NO levels
exceed the measurements. As pointed out by Abian et al. [46], the observed NO
prole at this temperature has a dierent shape from those measured at other
temperatures, with NO peaking at a lower O 2 concentration, and the dierence
may be partly attributed to an experimental artifact.
Homer and Sutton [53] reported measurements of NO concentration proles in
atmospheric-pressure premixed hydrogen-oxygen-nitrogen ames over a range of
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stoichiometries and temperatures. Figure 4 compares their experimental data
with modeling predictions. The ames of Homer and Sutton were heavily stabilized on the burner and conceivably the burner surface aected the ames by
removing heat and radicals from the ame zone. Most of the NO formation reported by Homer and Sutton occurs very early in the ame, i.e. in a region where
the ame may interact with the burner surface. Following Abian et al. [46], we
choose in the calculations to x the NO level at the measured value at about
0.25 cm above the burner and model the NO formation only in the post-ame
region to minimize the uncertainty.

Figure 4: Comparison of measured and predicted mole fractions of NO in the
post-ame zone of an atmospheric pressure H 2 /O2 /N2 premixed laminar ame.
The symbols denote experimental data from Homer and Sutton [53], while the
lines denote calculated values. Flame 1: T = 2125 K, inlet composition 25%
H2 , 17.5% O2 , 57.5% N2 . Flame 2: T = 2000 K, inlet composition 23% H 2 ,
16.1% O2 , 60.9% N2 . Flame 3: T = 1880 K, inlet composition 21.1% H 2 , 14.7%
O2 , 64.2% N2 .
The ame data are scattered and there is some uncertainty in the measured
ame temperatures. However, the agreement between observed and calculated
NO concentrations in the post-ame region is good.
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Even though the thermal NO subset can only be validated to a limited extent
due to the scarcity of suitable experimental data, the uncertainty of calculations
for this NO formation mechanism would be expected to be small. The accuracy
in the rate constant for the rate limiting step (R1) is probably of the order of 25%
at high temperatures and modeling predictions for thermal NO formation under
well-controlled conditions are likely to have a similar accuracy. In practical
systems, the accuracy of the calculations would be limited to a greater extent
by uncertainties in temperature and/or in turbulence-chemistry interactions.
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3.2

Prompt-NO

The mechanism initiated by attack of CH n -radicals on N2 is termed prompt
NO [29, 54]. Prompt NO is an important, perhaps dominating, source of NO
in turbulent hydrocarbon/air diusion ames [55], which is the most common
practical ame conguration. Early modeling studies [1,24] identied the reaction of CH with N2 as the most important initiation step. For a long time, this
reaction was believed to form HCN + N, but it is now known to proceed via
insertion of CH into the N2 triple bond, yielding NCN + H [56,57]:
CH + N2  NCN + H

(R4)

Other hydrocarbon radicals have also been proposed to attack molecular nitrogen. The reactions of both triplet and singlet methylene ( 3 CH2 , 1 CH2 ) with
N2 have been shown to have too high barriers to contribute to prompt NO
formation [1,24,58]. Also, the C2 O + N2 reaction, discussed in several publications [5962], has a prohibitively high barrier [63]. The C 2 + N2 reaction (R6)
could be a candidate [64,65], but the low C 2 concentration, typically two orders
of magnitude below the CH concentration in premixed ames [66], prevents this
step from being signicant. Only the C + N 2 reaction to form CN + N (R5b)
or NCN (R7b) is suciently fast to compete with CH + N 2 (R4). The direct
step to form CN + N (R5b) has a higher activation energy than reaction R4
and becomes more competitive as the combustion temperature increases, but
also the sequence C + N2 (+M) → NCN (+M) (R7b), followed by reaction
of NCN, may contribute to NO formation. The C + N 2 (+M) → NCN (+M)
reaction (R7b) is exothermic (by 63.6 kcal mol −1 at 298 K) and is exergonic up
to 2100 K, becoming endergonic at higher temperatures, while C + N 2 → CN
+ N (R5b) is both endothermic (by 17.4 kcal mol −1 at 298 K) and endergonic,
with its endergonicity gradually growing as the temperature rises.
The NCN radical formed by CH + N 2 (R4) or C + N2 (R7b) feeds into the
15

cyanide pool and is eventually oxidized to NO or N 2 . Recent modeling studies [6062, 6772] have successfully included and rened the NCN chemistry in
the reaction mechanism for prompt NO formation. However, there are still
unresolved issues, as discussed below.

3.2.1

Heat of formation of NCN

The thermodynamic properties for NCN are important in modeling prompt-NO
formation since they aect the branching fraction of the NCN + H reaction
towards CH + N2 (R4b) and HCN/HNC + N (R8, R9). Values for the heat
of formation of NCN used in modeling studies [61, 62, 67, 71, 72] vary more than
three kcal mol−1 ; dierences that have a signicant impact on modeling predictions.
Table 3 lists reported values of the heat of formation of NCN. Cliord et al. [73]
estimated Δf H0298 (NCN) to 107.9±4.0 kcal mol−1 from electron anity measurements measurements on NCN and a computed (CBS-4, CBS-Q, and CBSAPNO) gas-phase acidity of HNCN. Bise et al. [74, 75] studied the photodissociation dynamics of NCN using beam photofragment spectroscopy leading to

Δf H0298 = 111.1±0.7 kcal mol−1 . Canneaux et al. [76] computed a value of
Δf H0298 = 107.2±0.8 kcal mol−1 using CBS-QB3, CBS-APNO, G3B3, G3, and
G4 calculated atomization energies.

ΔH0f298 (NCN)

kcal mol−1
107.9±4.0
111.1±0.7
109.4±2.0
107.2±0.8
109.4±0.5
107.5+1.4
107.7±0.2

Method

Ref.

Experimental
Experimental
Theory
Theory
ATcT (localized TN ver. 1.112 bis)
Experimental, indirect
Theory, ATcT (TN ver. 1.122b)

Cliord et al. [73]
Bise et al. [74, 75]
Harding et al. [77]
Canneaux et al. [76]
Goos et al. [71]
Fassheber et al. [78]
See text

Table 3: Reported values for the heat of formation of NCN.
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Recently, Goos et al. [71] re-examinated the heat of formation of NCN based
on a detailed analysis of available experimental and theoretical thermochemical
data combined with two Active Thermochemical Tables analyses. As discussed
at length by these authors, the initial ATcT analysis using TN ver. 1.112, which
included the experimental and theoretical data available at the time, suggested
a tentative value of 106.5±0.4 kcal mol−1 [79]. The value was reecting an
irreconcilable discord between available experimental data and was thus signicantly inuenced by several mid-level electronic structure results, such as
those of Canneaux et al. [76] (CBS-QB3, CBS-APNO, G3B3, G3, G4), which
appeared to be mutually consistent. Upon repetition and further scrutiny of
these (and other) single-reference computations, Goos et al. [71] established
that these theoretical results for NCN (which is a 3 Σ− biradical in the ground
state) suer from signicant spin contamination, a problem that escaped notice
by both Canneaux et al. [76] and Cliord et al. [73]. The value proposed by
Goos et al., 109.4±0.5 kcal mol−1 , was obtained by solving a small (localized)
TN (ver. 1.112 bis) that included the conicting experimental data from Clifford et al. [73] and Bise et al. [74,75], together with a couple of multi-reference
results of Harding et al. [77], but excluded all spin-contaminated single-reference
theoretical results. As discussed by Goos et al., the data available at the time
produced a rather sparse TN, which subtended very few thermochemical cycles
involving NCN that would normally be exploited by ATcT to check the individual determinations for consistency. As a consequence, the ATcT statistical
analysis of the TN could not nd clear fault with either of the two experimental studies and thus produced a result that was more-or-less mid-way between
the two discordant experiments, which turned out to be in reasonable accord
with the value implied by the (included) multi-reference results of Harding et
al. [77]. (Parenthetically, when the content of the localized TN is conjoined
with the full TN, such as in ver. 1.118 [80], the NCN-related local sparsity of
the TN largely remains unchanged, and thus the result changes rather insignificantly, to 109.1 kcal mol−1 .) Since the proposed result deviates signicantly
from previous values used in modeling studies, Goos et al. [71] tested its im17

pact on prompt NO formation, and concluded that the value obtained from the
localized TN did appear to somewhat improve the modeling of NCN and NO
mole fraction proles in a fuel-rich methane ame when compared to the high
value of Bise et al. In addition, by separately examining which range of values
could be accommodated in their modeling eorts, Goos et al. concluded that a
feasible enthalpy of formation of NCN should fall between 106.4 and 108.3 kcal
mol−1 - somewhat lower than the ATcT result from the localized TN - but also
indirectly suggesting that the experimental value of Cliord at al. appears more
acceptable than the high value of Bise et al.
Other previous modeling studies of prompt-NO have also employed values for
Δf H0298 (NCN) that were varying by 3 or more kcal mol −1 . Konnov [61] preferred

the high value of 111 kcal mol −1 from Bise and coworkers [74,75]. Desgroux and
coworkers [62, 67] initially adopted the value of 107.9 kcal mol −1 from Cliord
et al. [73], but in their most recent work [72] they nd that the best agreement
with ame measurements is obtained with an even lower Δf H0298 (NCN) = 106.1
kcal mol−1 .
In the present work, we use the current ATcT value of Δf H0298 (NCN) = 107.7±0.2
kcal mol−1 (see section 2.1). The value is partially based on new experimental and theoretical information. The relevant new theoretical information emanates from recent high-accuracy computational results at the ANL1 level of
theory [13], and was added to the TN as appropriate isodesmic reactions; the
new experimental information is based on the 2nd and 3rd law interpretation of
the studies of Fassheber et al. [78]. The recent shock tube study by Fassheber et
al. on the NCN + H reaction supports a value of Δf H0298 (NCN) of approximately
107.5 kcal mol−1 , with an upper limit of 108.9 kcal mol −1 . The provenance of the
current ATcT enthalpy of formation (based on species-specic variance decomposition analysis [81]) indicates that it indeed relies heavily on the new ANL1
results (which cumulatively contribute 76.5% to the provenance), followed by
the experimental study of Fassheber et al. (the 2nd and 3rd law contributing
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together 5.6%). Of note is also that the individual enthalpies of formation implied on one hand by the ANL1 computational results alone and on the other
by the experimental study of Fassheber et al. agree rather closely, and thus it is
perhaps no surprise that the current ATcT value is in excellent agreement both
with the latter experimental result and with ANL1 computations. The current
ATcT value is also in admirable agreement with the earlier result of Cliord et
al. [73], but is outside the error bounds of the determination of Bise et al. [74,75],
reinforcing the conclusion that the latter is too high. The current ATcT result
is lower than the previous ATcT result from a small localized TN reported by
Goos et al., but it falls comfortably in the middle of their deduced `feasible
range for the enthalpy of formation. Perhaps somewhat surprising is that the
current ATcT value also agrees well with the results obtained from mid-level
computations of Canneaux et al., given that these veritably suer from spin
contamination in nearly every computational step of their composite sequences.

3.2.2

Reaction subset for prompt NO formation

Selected reactions in the prompt NO subset are listed in Table 4. Other important steps are formation and consumption of hydrocarbon radicals, discussed
in App. B, and reactions in the cyanide and amine subsets, discussed in the
following sections.
The rate constant for the key reaction in prompt NO formation,

CH + N2  NCN + H

(R4)

has been derived both experimentally [87, 88] and theoretically [77, 82, 89, 90].
Figure 5 shows an Arrhenius plot for the reaction. Dean et al. [87] and Vasudevan et al. [88] used the perturbation in the CH prole upon adding N 2 to the
initial reaction mixture to infer the rate coecients of the CH + N 2 reaction
in the 2500-3800 K temperature range. Their results are in good agreement,
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A
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

CH + N2  NCN + H
CN + N  C + N2
C2 + N2  CN + CN
NCN + M  C + N2 + M
NCN + H  HCN + N
NCN + H  HNC + N
NCN + O  CN + NO
NCN + OH  HCN + NO
NCN + OH  NCO + NH
NCN + O2  NO + NCO
NCN + NO  CN + N2 O

β

E

Source

5.3E09 0.790 16770 [82], a
5.9E14 -0.400
0 [26]
1.5E13 0.000 41730 [64]
8.9E14 0.000 62100 [83]
2.2E11 0.710 5321 [82], a
4.3E-4 4.690 2434 [82], a
2.5E13 0.170
-34 [84]
2.6E08 1.220 3593 [82], a
1.7E18 -1.830 4143 [82], a
1.3E12 0.000 23167 [85]
1.9E12 0.000 6280 [86]

a:

1 atm (for pressure dependence, see Supplementary Material)
Table 4: Selected reactions important for prompt NO formation. Parameters
for use in the modied Arrhenius expression k = ATβ exp(−E/[RT]). Units are
mol, cm, s, cal.
but the data from Vasudevan et al. show less scatter. Lindackers et al. [91] also
reported measurements for the CH + N 2 reaction from shock tube experiments.
However, they monitored formation of atomic N, which is now known to be a
product of secondary reactions, and their results were disregarded in the present
evaluation.
Harding et al. [77] reported a high level theoretical study of the CH + N 2
reaction. They determined a value for k 4 with an uncertainty of a factor of two,
owing mostly to the uncertainty in the heat of formation for NCN. Recently,
Klippenstein et al. [82] reanalyzed the reactions on the HNCN potential energy
surface. They obtained a value for k 4 , adopted in the present work, that is
slightly higher than the rate constant from Harding et al. and the measurements
of Vasudevan et al. (Fig. 5).
Knowledge of the subsequent reactions of the NCN radical has improved con20

Figure 5: Arrhenius plot for the reaction CH + N 2  NCN + H (R4). The
symbols denote measurements of the rate constant while lines denote calculated
values. Data are obtained from Dean et al. [87], Vasudevan et al. [88], Harding
et al. [77], and Klippenstein et al. [82].
siderably in recent years, owing to a large degree to the shock tube work of
Friedrichs and coworkers who determined rate constants for several of the NCN
reactions, i.e., NCN + M (R7) [83], NCN + H [78], NCN + O (R9) [83], NCN
+ O2 (R13) [85], and NCN + NO (R14) [86]. In addition, Lin and coworkers have studied theoretically a number of reactions, including NCN + H [92],
NCN + O [84], NCN + OH [93] and NCN + O 2 [94]. Very recently, Klippenstein et al. [82] reported a theoretical study of NCN + H and NCN + OH. The
present subset for NCN relies mostly on the experimental results of Friedrichs
and coworkers and the theoretical work of Klippenstein et al.
Prompt NO formation is most important under slightly reducing conditions and
the reaction with atomic hydrogen is a key step in the NCN subset. In addition
to recombination to form HNCN, this reaction has three product channels,
NCN + H  CH + N2
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(R4b)

NCN + H  HCN + N

(R8)

NCN + H  HNC + N

(R9)

Fassheber et al. [78] measured the overall rate constant for NCN + H in a shock
tube in the temperature range 962-2425 K, while Vasudevan et al. [88] derived a
rate constant for the sum of the channel to HCN + N (R8) and HNC + N (R9)
at 2300-2500 K from measured time histories of the NCN radical concentration.
In addition, the NCN + H reaction has been studied theoretically by Teng et
al. [92] and by Klippenstein et al. [82].
In Fig. 6 the measurements of Fassheber et al. and Vasudevan et al. for NCN
+ H are compared with the high-level calculations of Klippenstein et al. [82]
for k4b , k8 + k9 , and kNCN+H,total . The NCN + H reaction is dominated by
the channel to CH + N2 (R4b) at low to medium temperatures, while HCN +
N (R8) becomes competitive at high temperatures. Since k 4b has a negative
temperature dependence while k 8 increases with temperature, the overall rate
constant for NCN + H has an inection point, which occurs at temperatures
between 1000 and 1500 K.
Teng et al. calculated a rate constant for reaction R8 in good agreement with
the measurements of Vasudevan et al., nding formation of HNC + N (R9) to
be of little importance due to a high barrier. The analysis of Klippenstein et al.
conrms that the channel to HNC + N (R9) is minor, even though there may
be a contribution from inter-system crossing from 2 HNCN to 4 HNCN.
The value of k8 (+k9 ) inferred by Fassheber et al. from their experiments is
about a factor of two higher than indicated by the data from Vasudevan et al.
and the theoretical studies. However, their overall rate constant for NCN + H
is in good agreement with the prediction of Klippenstein et al., in particular at
high temperatures.
In the present work, we have adopted the rate constants for the reactions on the
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Figure 6: Arrhenius plot for the NCN + H reaction. The symbols denote
measurements of the overall rate constant from Fassheber et al. [78] and for
reaction R8 from Vasudevan et al. [88]. Lines denote values of rate constants
calculated by Klippenstein et al. [82].
HNCN potential energy surface from Klippenstein et al. [82]. Their calculated
values of k8 + k9 are below those derived by Fassheber et al. [78] by more than a
factor of two at 2000 K. This dierence has implications for modeling predictions
of prompt NO formation and more work is required to resolve this issue. The
accuracy of the theoretical values is aected by uncertainty in the prediction of
the inter-system crossing probability for NCN + H and in the thermodynamic
properties for NCN and CH when extrapolated to high temperatures [82].
Both experiment [83] and theory [84] support that the reaction of NCN with
O (R10) is fast and it is important for prompt NO formation. The NCN +
OH reaction (R11, R12) has only been studied theoretically [82,93]; this step is
slower and thus less important for NO formation.
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3.2.3

Modeling prompt NO formation

The model for prompt-NO formation is evaluated by comparison to data from
low-pressure premixed ames [62,72,9599] and from jet-stirred reactors [100].
The most comprehensive experimental work on prompt NO formation in ames
has been conducted by Desgroux and coworkers in a series of publications [62,72,
9699]. Data from laminar, premixed ames are often very reliable, in particular
if obtained by non-intrusive methods. Concerns include the accuracy of the
measured temperature prole and possible interactions with the burner surface.
The wellstirred reactor device is characterized by intense turbulent mixing, high
concentrations of free radicals and short residence times. These conditions favor
promptNO formation and make it the dominant source of NO at equivalence
ratios ranging from stoichiometric to fuelrich. However, data from jet-stirred
reactors are prone to be mixing inuenced, in particular at high temperatures
where the chemistry is fast.
Following Glarborg et al. [24] and Miller and Bowman [1], we compare modeling predictions with the measurements of Bartok et al. [100] on NO formation
in combustion of CH4 in a jet-stirred reactor (Fig. 7). In the calculations we
have used the measured temperatures, which peak at about 2000 K at slightly
fuel-rich conditions. Due to the concerns about mixing inuence, the uncertainty in the experimental results is presumably considerable. With this in
mind, the agreement between the experimental data and the modeling predictions is good, except at very fuel-rich conditions where the NO concentration is
underpredicted.
Analysis of the calculations for Fig. 7 provides information on how the dominating NO formation mechanism is controlled by the stoichiometry and the temperature. It is seen from the gure that if the promptNO initiation reactions
are deleted from the reaction mechanism (dashed line), NO is still predicted
well under lean conditions, but under stoichiometric and reducing conditions
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Figure 7: Comparison of measured [100] and predicted mole fractions of NO
as a function of the fuel-air equivalence ratio φ in methane/air combustion in
a jetstirred reactor. The symbols denote experimental data, while the solid
lines denote calculated values. Predictions with the full model are shown as a
solid line, while the dashed line denotes calculations with prompt NO initiating
reactions disabled. The nominal residence time and the pressure in the reactor
were 3.0 ms and 1.0 atm, respectively.
it is severely underpredicted. Thermal NO dominates under slightly lean conditions, while NO formation through the nitrous oxide mechanism, discussed
in section 3.3, becomes more important as the amount of excess air increases
and the temperature decreases. Under stoichiometric conditions thermal NO
and prompt NO contribute with similar amounts of nitric oxide, but prompt
NO rapidly becomes the dominating source of NO for fuel-air equivalence ratios
larger than 1.0.
Figure 8 shows a reaction path diagram for prompt NO formation under slightly
fuel-rich conditions. Prompt-NO formation involves three overall steps [1,24]:
•

formation of CHn radicals, in particular CH

•

molecular nitrogen xation
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Figure 8: Reaction path diagram for prompt NO formation under slightly fuelrich conditions under the conditions of the jet-stirred reactor experiments of
Bartok et al. [100] . Not shown is a sequence leading from NCN through HNC
to the amine pool.
•

interconversion between xed nitrogen species

The xation of N2 occurs mainly through the CH + N 2 reaction (R4), even
though recombination of C and N 2 (R7b) also contributes. Up to a fuel-air
equivalence ratio of approximately 1.2 the NCN and N formed in these reactions
are oxidized rapidly to NO, principally by the sequence:
NCN + H  HCN + N

(R8)

HCN + O  NCO + H

(R26)

NCO + H  NH + CO

(R31)
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NH + H  N + H2
N + OH  NO + H

(R2)

+H
+OH
HNC −→ HNCO
A minor alternative pathway involves the sequence NCN −→
+H
−→ NH2 .

At conditions richer than φ = 1.2 the concentration of HCN increases rapidly,
while NO decreases. The shift in xed nitrogen partition from NO to HCN is
caused by the combination of several factors. The conversion of HCN to NO by
reaction (R26) is no longer rapid due to the decrease in O-atom concentration.
Furthermore, recycling of amine radicals and NO back to HCN through reaction
with hydrocarbon radicals becomes dominant. At richer conditions the reactions
of CH3 leading to CHn radicals are favored compared to the oxidation pathways
leading to formaldehyde. Reactions between the CH n radicals and NO then
eciently convert NO to cyanides and isocyanides. These steps are discussed
in more detail in section 4.2 on reburning. Recycling of amine radicals into the
cyanide pool occurs mainly through the fast reactions,
CH3 + N  H2 CN + H
CH3 + NH  CH2 NH + H

Figure 9 shows a sensitivity analysis for NO for the conditions of the experiments
of Bartok et al. (Fig. 7). Results for three selected fuel-air equivalence ratio are
shown. Under slightly lean conditions ( φ = 0.91), thermal NO contributes to
formation of NO and the prediction is sensitive to the O + N 2 reaction (R1).
Under slightly fuel-rich conditions ( φ = 1.08), the importance of this step is
diminished and under even more reducing conditions ( φ = 1.27), it proceeds in
the reverse direction (N + NO → N2 + O) and shows a negative coecient.
Prompt NO is an important source of NO under all three conditions. The
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Figure 9: Sensitivity coecients for prediction of NO under the conditions of the
jet-stirred reactor experiments of Bartok et al. [100] at three fuel-air equivalence
ratios.
key reactions in the prompt NO mechanism, CH + N 2 (R4), NCN + H (R8,
R9) and NCN + O (R10) exhibit positive sensitivity coecients. Reactions
that promotes formation of CH through the sequence CH3 → 3 CH2 → CH, i.e.,
CH3 + H (R99, R100b), CH3 + OH (R103) and 3 CH2 + H (R106), also show
positive sensitivity coecients, while steps breaking this sequence (mainly CH 3
+ O (R101) and 3 CH2 + OH (R107)) and steps competing with CH + N 2 (R4)
(primarily CH + O2 (R113) and CH + H2 O (R115)) inhibit NO formation.
Under reducing conditions, the reaction N + OH (R3) also becomes important
for NO formation.
Modeling predictions were compared to concentration proles for NO and relevant precursors from a series of low-pressure, laminar premixed methane-air
ames. The experimental data were obtained by Berg et al. [95] who detected
CH and NO, and by Desgroux and coworkers [62,72,9699], who in addition to
CH and NO reported concentration proles for HCN, NCN, CN, and NCO. In
both ame studies methane was used as fuel, at pressures of 25-30 and 40 torr,
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respectively, and over a range of equivalence ratios.
Figure 10 compares measured NO concentration proles with modeling predictions for six ames from Lamoureux et al. and Berg et al. Despite dierences
between the two sets of ames, some common trends are seen. The measured
NO increases with fuel-air equivalence ratio in these ames, ranging from about
5 ppm in the lean ames ( φ = 0.80) to 25-40 ppm in the fuel-rich ames ( φ
= 1.25-1.28). This is expected, since prompt NO is the controlling NO formation mechanism in these ames, with temperatures in the range 1750-1980 K.
The model predicts the NO prole quite accurately under slightly lean conditions, but underpredicts NO under stoichiometric and reducing conditions. In
the fuel-rich ames where we see the largest discrepancy, the calculated NO is
about a factor of two below measurements.
Figure 11 compares the measured and calculated CH-proles from the two sets
of ames.

Even though the equivalence ratios investigated in the studies of

Lamoureux et al. and Berg et al. are similar, dierences in pressure and temperature mean that the ames are not directly comparable. Modeling predictions
are generally in satisfactory agreement with measurements. The only important
dierence is observed for the fuel-rich ame of Berg et al., where CH is underpredicted by a factor of two. However, in the similar ame from Lamoureux et
al., CH is predicted quite accurately.
Figure 12 shows results for the key nitrogen intermediates in prompt NO formation for the ames of Lamoureux et al. The concentrations of HCN, NCN,
and CN are all captured well by the model. The largest discrepancy is seen for
NCO, which is underpredicted in the stoichiometric and the fuel-rich ame.
To bring the present modeling predictions in agreement with the measured NO
prole in the rich ame, the rate constant for the reaction NCN + H

→

HCN

+ N (R8) needs to be increased by more than a factor of four, bringing it
roughly in agreement with the determination from Fassheber et al. [78] and the
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Figure 10: Comparison of measured [62,72,95,97] and predicted mole fractions
of NO low-pressure premixed methane/oxygen/nitrogen ames as a function of
fuel-air equivalence ratio. The symbols denote experimental data, while the
solid lines denote calculated values. Conditions for the ames of Lamoureux
et al. [62, 72, 97]: fuel-air equivalence ratios of 0.80 (lean, T max = 1825 K), 1.0
(stoichiometric, Tmax = 1875 K) and 1.25 (rich, Tmax = 1845 K); pressure 40
torr. Conditions for the ames of Berg et al. [95]: fuel-air equivalence ratios of
0.81 (lean, 25 torr, Tmax = 1750 K), 1.07 (stoichiometric, 25 torr, T max = 1920
K) and 1.28 (rich, 30 torr, Tmax = 1980 K).
optimized rate constant used by Lamoureux et al. [72]. Such a change would be
outside the estimated 2σ uncertainty of a factor of 1.5 for the theoretical rate
constant [82]. While a high value for k 8 is not supported by theory, it is evident
that the predictions of the present model deteriorates under reducing conditions
and more work is desirable to resolve the dierences.
Prediction of prompt NO formation requires an accurate rate constant for the
CH + N2 reaction (R4), as well as the ability to predict both the CH concentration and the selectivity in the oxidation of NCN to form NO or N 2 . The value
of k4 is known better than a factor of two, but the rate constants for important
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Figure 11: Comparison of measured [72, 95] and predicted mole fractions of
CH in low-pressure premixed methane/oxygen/nitrogen ame as a function of
fuel-air equivalence ratio. The symbols denote experimental data, while the
solid lines denote calculated values. Conditions for the ames of Lamoureux et
al. [72]: fuel-air equivalence ratios of 0.80 (lean), 1.0 (stoichiometric) and 1.25
(rich); pressure 40 torr. Conditions for the ames of Berg et al. [95]: fuel-air
equivalence ratios of 0.81 (lean, 25 torr), 1.07 (stoichiometric, 25 torr) and 1.28
(rich, 30 torr).
NCN reactions, in particular NCN + H, are still in discussion. Consequently,
the accuracy in predicting prompt NO formation in the combustion of methane
or natural gas is probably not better than a factor of two. The uncertainty
in predictions for other hydrocarbon fuels may be even larger, due to concerns
about predicting accurately the concentration of CH [70].
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Figure 12: Comparison of measured [62, 72, 97] and predicted mole fractions of
HCN, NCN, CN, and NCO in low-pressure premixed methane/air ames. The
symbols denote experimental data, while the solid lines denote calculated values.
Conditions: fuel-air equivalence ratios of 0.80 (lean), 1.0 (stoichiometric) and
1.25 (rich); pressure 40 torr.
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3.3

The N2 O and NNH Mechanisms

Additional reaction paths to NO from atmospheric nitrogen are initiated by
recombination of N2 with atomic oxygen, O + N2 (+M) → N2 O (+M) [101],
or atomic hydrogen, H + N2 (+M) → NNH (+M) [102], followed by oxidation of the nitrogen intermediate to NO. The N 2 O scheme may be important
under lean conditions at high pressure and moderate temperatures, while the
NNH mechanism is most signicant at slightly reducing conditions and higher
temperatures, perhaps in particular in diusion ames where NNH may form
on the fuel-rich side of the ame sheet and then react with O inside the ame
sheet [103]. While the N2 O mechanism is quite well established, the importance
of NO formation through NNH remains controversial, as discussed below.
3.3.1

Reaction subset for NO formation via N 2 O

The N2 O mechanism was proposed by Malte and Pratt [101]. It involves the
steps
O + N2 (+M)  N2 O(+M)

(R15b)

N2 O + H  NO + NH

(R17b)

N2 O + O  NO + NO

(R18)

The NH radical may react with OH or O 2 to form NO, or react with NO to
form N2 or N2 O. The NO forming reactions compete with steps recycling N 2 O
to N2 ,
N2 O + H  N2 + OH

(R16)

N2 O + O  N2 + O2

(R19)

The N2 O subset of the mechanism is listed in Table 5. Data on the association
reaction between N2 and O (R15b) are very limited, but the reverse reaction,
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dissociation of N2 O (R15), has been studied experimentally over a wide range of
conditions. The data, reviewed by Baulch et al. [26], are in very good agreement.
The selectivity for forming NO or N 2 from N2 O is largely controlled by the
branching fractions of the reactions of N 2 O with H and O, respectively.
A
15.

N2 O(+M)  O + N2 (+M)

16.
17.
18.
19.

N2 O + H  N2 + OH
NH + NO  N2 O + H
N2 O + O  NO + NO
N2 O + O  N2 + O2

Low pressure limit:

9.9E10
6.0E14
6.4E07
2.7E15
9.2E13
9.2E13

β

0.000
0.000
1.835
-0.780
0.000
0.000

E
57901
57444
13492
20
27679
27679

Source
[26]
[19]
See text
[104]
See text

Table 5: Reactions involved in the N 2 O mechanism. Parameters for use in the
modied Arrhenius expression k = AT β exp(-E/[RT]). Units are mol, cm, s, cal.
The N2 O + H reaction was studied theoretically by Klippenstein et al. [19].
Their calculated rate constant is in excellent agreement with the measurements
of Marshall et al. [105]. The reaction yields predominantly N 2 + OH (R16),
except at very low temperatures where addition occurs. The product channel
to form NH + NO (R17b) is only minor and reliable data for the forward reaction
are scarce. However, the NH + NO reaction has been studied extensively. The
reaction has two major product channels:
NH + NO  N2 O + H

(R17)

NH + NO  N2 + OH

(R71)

Reported results for the overall rate constant for NH + NO are summarized in
Fig. 13. The low temperature measurements agree to within a factor of two,
and the data of Lillich et al. [106] and Romming and Wagner [107], which are
in good agreement, serve to extrapolate the data up to about 2200 K. Also the
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theoretical rate constant from Klippenstein et al. [19] and the evaluation by
Baulch et al. [26] are shown, both for k 17 + k71 .
Experimental [106, 108112] and theoretical [19] data for the branching ratio
of the reaction show that N 2 O + H (R17) is dominating in the 300-2200 K
range, contributing 70-90% of the total rate.

The N 2 + OH channel (R71)

accounts for 10-30%; according to theory this value increases only slightly with
temperature [19].

Figure 13: Arrhenius plot for the reaction NH + NO

→

products. The symbols

denote measurements of the rate constant, while lines denote theoretical values
(solid line) or evaluations (dashed line). The data are drawn from Gordon et
al. [113], Hansen et al. [114], Harrison et al. [115], Yokoyama et al. [108], Mertens
et al. [109], Hack et al. [116], Lillich et al. [106], Romming and Wagner [107],
Geiger et al. [117], Klippenstein et al. [19] (k 17 + k71 ) and Baulch et al. [26]
(k17 + k71 ).
At temperatures above 2200 K there are only two reported studies of NH +
NO, both conducted in a shock tube using HNCO as a source of NH. Mertens
et al. [109] report overall rate measurements in the 2200-3350 K range, while
Yokoyama et al. [108] report a single measurement at 3500 K. The data from
Mertens et al., which are in good agreement with those of Romming and Wagner
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in the overlapping temperature range, indicate an increase in the rate constant
for NH + NO above 2200 K. The upturn in the rate constant is not consistent
with the measurement of Yokoyama et al. Their result for k NH+NO at 3500 K
is about a factor of three lower than the data of Mertens et al., but in excellent
agreement with the recommendation of Baulch et al. for k 17 + k71 .

Baulch et al. [26] attributed the high temperature increase detected by Mertens
et al. in the rate constant for NH + NO to a third product channel,

NH + NO  NNH + O

(R23b)

This would require a rate constant for NNH + O (R23) close to collision frequency at high temperatures.

While this would be in agreement with early

estimates [102, 118, 119], theoretical work [19, 120] indicates a value about an
order of magnitude lower, making the NNH + O channel (R23) insignicant for
the overall rate of NH + NO. Reaction R23 is discussed in detail in section 3.3.2
below.

We have adopted the value for k 17 + k71 and the branching fraction k 71 /(k17
+ k71 ) from Baulch et al. [26]; these rate coecients are in agreement with
the theoretical work [19] withín the uncertainty, but provide a slightly better
agreement with the experiments of Lillich et al. and Romming and Wagner in
the temperature range of interest in this study.

For the N2 O + O reaction, the rate constant for forming NO + NO (R18), measured both in the forward and reverse directions, and at high temperatures also
the overall rate constant are well established [26, 104]. However, the predicted
formation of NO from N 2 O is sensitive to the branching fraction of the N 2 O + O
reaction between NO + NO (R18) and N 2 + O2 (R19) and the value of k 19 has
signicant error limits at intermediate temperatures [26].

In early evaluations

by Baulch et al. [121] and Hanson and Salimian [122], it was concluded that
k18 and k19 were similar over a wide temperature range.
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More recently, this

nding was questioned by Meagher and Anderson [104]. From a reevaluation
of the available experimental results, they concluded that most likely reaction
R19 had a signicantly smaller activation energy than R18, causing formation
of N2 + O2 to dominate at lower temperatures, while NO formation dominated
at temperatures above 1900 K.
Reported experimental results obtained at lower temperatures do not support
the conclusions of Meagher and Anderson regarding k 19 . Kaufman et al. [123]
conducted a batch reactor study of decomposition of N 2 O and formation of
NO at temperatures of 876-1031 K. Their data indicate that the NO producing
channel (R18) constitutes at least 50% under these conditions. Meagher and
Anderson discarded the batch reactor results due to concern about surface effects. However, according to Kaufman et al. an increase in the surface/volume
ratio resulted in a decrease, not an increase, in formation of NO. The decrease
in NO formation would be consistent with loss of atomic oxygen on the quartz
surface (see App. A). In the present work, we have adopted the rate constant
for reaction R18 from the review of Meagher and Anderson [104], but tentatively assumed that k18 = k19 based on the results of Kaufman et al. [123],
Dindi et al. [124], and Rohrig et al. [125]. A high activation energy for reaction
R19 is consistent with theoretical work [126], but more work on this reaction is
desirable.

3.3.2

Reaction subset for NO formation via NNH

The reaction subset for NNH is listed in Table 6. The mechanism for forming
NO via NNH consists of the reaction sequence [102],
H + N2 (+M)  NNH(+M)

(R20b)

NNH + O  NH + NO

(R23)
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followed by oxidation of NH.

β

A

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

NNH  N2 + H
NNH + O  N2 O + H
NNH + O  N2 + OH
NNH + O  NH + NO
NNH + O2  N2 + HO2

β

Source

1.0E09

0.000

0

[19]

1.9E14

-0.274

-22

[19]

1.2E13

0.145

-217

[19]

5.2E11

0.381

-409

[19]

5.6E14

-0.385

-13

[19]

Table 6: Selected reactions from the NNH subset.
modied Arrhenius expression k = AT

E

Parameters for use in the

exp(-E/[RT]). Units are mol, cm, s, cal.

The rate constant for NNH dissociation (R20) is discussed in more detail in
section 4.1.1.

With a lifetime of NNH of about 10

+ H reaction equilibrates rapidly.

−9

s [19], the NNH



N2

Thereby, the yield of NO from the NNH

mechanism becomes directly proportional to the rate constant for NNH + O



NH + NO (R23), as well as to the equilibrium constant K C,20b for reaction R20b
[19, 127]. The equilibrium constant K C,20b depends on the heat of formation of
NNH, which is now well established at a value of
mol

−1

Δf H0298 (NNH)

= 59.7 kcal

[19]. Contrary to this, reported rate constants for the NNH + O

→

NH

+ NO reaction (R23) vary by more than an order of magnitude, as shown in
Fig. 14.

There are no direct measurements of k 23 . The data shown from Mertens et al.
are calculated from their shock tube measurements of k NH+NO by subtracting
k17 + k71 and then converting the resulting value for k 23b to k23 through the

·

equilibrium constant. Hayhurst and Hutchinson reported values of k 23 KC,20b ,
derived from ame measurements, with error limits of a factor of ve; we have
used the present thermochemistry to obtain k 23 . Konnov and De Ruyck [128]
based their recommendation for k 23 on a re-interpretation of ame data from
Harrington et al. [129] at 1200 K. Their value is compatible with the results
from Hayhurst and Hutchinson (1800-2500 K) and from Mertens et al.
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Figure 14: Arrhenius plot for the reaction NNH + O → NH + NO (R23). The
data are drawn from the following sources: Mertens et al. [109] (shock tube
study), Bozzelli and Dean [102], Hayhurst and Hutchinson [127] (ame study),
Konnov and De Ruyck [128] (ame study), Haworth et al. [120] (theory), and
Klippenstein et al. [19] (theory). The data from Mertens et al. are derived from
their overall measurements of k NH+NO , subtracting k17 + k71 and converting
through the equilibrium constant. The data from Hayhurst and Hutchinson are
derived from their reported values of k 23 ·KC,20b , using the present thermochemistry.
These indirect experimental determinations of k 23 all support a value close to
collision frequency. However, the theoretical studies by Haworth et al. [120] and
Klippenstein et al. [19] indicate a much lower rate constant for reaction R23
(Fig. 14). In the present work, we have drawn k 23 from the theoretical study of
Klippenstein et al. [19]. This value has an estimated 2 σ uncertainty of a factor
of two. The implications of this choice for predicting NO formation through the
NNH mechanism is discussed below.
3.3.3

Modeling NO formation from the N 2 O and NNH mechanisms

Under most conditions, formation of NO via N 2 O or NNH is a minor source of
nitric oxide compared to thermal NO and prompt NO. For this reason experi39

ments where the N2 O or NNH mechanisms dominate NO formation are scarce.
To exclude the possibility of prompt-NO formation, we select validation data
only from non-hydrocarbon systems, i.e. with H 2 or H2 /CO mixtures as fuel.
Following Haworth et al. [120] and Klippenstein et al. [19], we have selected
the low-pressure, fuel-rich ames of Harrington et al. [129] and the lean jetstirred reactor experiments of Steele et al. [130] for comparison with modeling
predictions. The H2 /air ames of Harrington et al. were designed to minimize
formation of NO through thermal NO and N 2 O mechanisms while yielding measurable quantities of NO from NNH. To obtain this condition, the ames were
operated at comparatively low temperature (about 1200 K) and under reducing
conditions.
In Fig. 15, the measured NO prole from the 38 torr ame of Harrington et al.
is compared with modeling predictions. The amount of NO formed is very low,
below 1 ppm. Even so, the model underpredicts NO in the ame by almost
an order of magnitude. We currently cannot explain the dierence between
the observed and calculated NO levels for this ame. With a value of k 23
of about 1014 cm3 mol−1 s−1 , the NO predictions become in agreement with
experiment. However, such a fast step appears to be incompatible with the
theoretical work [19,120], which clearly indicates that NH + NO is only a minor
channel of the NNH + O reaction.
Malte and co-workers [101, 130] have conducted a range of jet-stirred reactor
experiments to characterize NO formation in lean, premixed combustion. While
NO is mostly formed via N2 O under these conditions, the CO/H 2 oxidation
data of Steele et al. [130] is sensitive also to NO formation from the NNH
mechanism [19,120]. Figure 16 compares measured and predicted NO and N 2 O
concentrations as a function of temperature. The model predicts both NO and
N2 O within about 20%. Analysis of the calculations indicates that the N 2 O
mechanism dominates under the conditions of these experiments. However,
augmented by the high levels of radicals in the reactor, the NNH mechanism is
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Figure 15: Comparison of measured [129] and predicted mole fractions of NO in
a low-pressure premixed hydrogen/air ame. The symbols denote experimental
data, while the solid lines denote calculated values. Conditions: pressure of 38
torr, fuel-air equivalence ratio of φ = 1.5, and ame temperatures of the order
of 1200 K.
also active, contributing about 25% to the formation of NO. It is noteworthy
that modeling predictions with a high rate constant for the NNH + O  NH
+ NO reaction (R23) leads to a substantial overprediction of NO under these
conditions [19,120].
The N2 O mechanism is well established and predictions of NO formed from this
scheme would be expected to be quite accurate at relevant temperatures and
pressures. The main uncertainty relates to the activation energy for N 2 O + O
→ N2 + O2 (R19), which particularly at lower temperatures has some impact
on the calculated NO.
The prediction of NO from NNH is signicantly more uncertain. High level
theoretical results for Δf H0298 (NNH) [19] and for the NNH + O reaction [19,120]
indicate that the NNH mechanism may be less important than indicated by early
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Figure 16: Comparison of measured [130] and predicted mole fractions of NO
and N2 O in CO/H2 /air combustion in a jet-stirred reactor. The symbols denote
experimental data, while the solid lines denote calculated values. Results are
shown as a function of temperature with the following inlet composition: 17.4%
CO, 82% air, 0.69-0.25% H2 (decreasing with increasing temperature). The
nominal residence time was about 4.0 ms.
modeling studies. Experimental results [129,130] are inconclusive and additional
experimental work is called for to validate this subset.
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3.4

Oxidation of HCN

In combustion processes, cyanides may be formed from reaction of CH and C
with N2 (the initiating steps in prompt NO formation), from reaction of reactive
nitrogen species such as NO or amines with hydrocarbon radicals, from decomposition of hydrocarbon amines, or from devolatilization of fuels with organically
bound nitrogen [14,131]. The predominant cyanide species in combustion is hydrogen cyanide (HCN) and the oxidation chemistry of this component has been
studied extensively over the years [132143]. Much of this work was reviewed
by Dagaut et al. [20].

Recently the chemistry was re-examined by Glarborg

and Marshall [143], who emphasized the role of the hydrogen isocyanide isomer
HNC. The key issue in HCN chemistry is the selectivity towards forming other
nitrogen species during oxidation, i.e., NH 3 , HNCO, NO, N2 O, and N2 .

3.4.1

Reaction subset for HCN oxidation

Table 7 lists selected reactions from the HCN subset of the chemical kinetic
model. It is based on the work of Dagaut et al. [20], adopting the modications
suggested by Glarborg and Marshall [143]. The major consumption steps for
HCN are the reactions with O (R27-R29) and OH (R30-R33). Both of these
reactions are complicated processes that involve multiple potential wells and
multiple product channels [1]. While rate constant and product channels are
fairly well established for the HCN + O reaction [1, 20, 144], few experimental
data are available for HCN + OH. Only the H-abstraction reaction R30 is well
characterized experimentally [143]. For the other product channels of HCN +
OH (R31-33), rate constants are drawn from BAC-MP4 calculations by Miller
and Melius [145].

Hydrogen isocyanide (HNC) has been proposed as an important intermediate in
oxidation of HCN in combustion [154]. At higher temperatures, HCN and HNC
equilibrate rapidly through isomerization (R25), and, being more reactive than
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25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

HCN + M  HNC + M
CN + H2  HCN + H
HCN + O  NCO + H
HCN + O  NH + CO
HCN + O  CN + OH
HCN + OH  CN + H2 O
HCN + OH  HOCN + H
HCN + OH  HNCO + H
HCN + OH  NH2 + CO
HNC + H  HCN + H
HNC + O  NH + CO
HNC + OH  HNCO + H
CN + O2  NCO + O
CN + O2  NO + CO
NCO + H  NH + CO
NCO + O  NO + CO
NCO + O2  NO + CO2
NCO + NO  N2 O + CO
NCO + NO  N2 + CO2

A

β

1.6E26
1.1E05
1.4E04
3.5E03
4.2E10
3.9E06
5.9E04
2.0E-03
7.8E-04
7.8E13
4.6E12
3.6E12
5.8E12
1.4E12
7.2E13
2.0E15
2.0E12
4.0E19
1.5E21

-3.230
2.600
2.640
2.640
0.400
1.830
2.430
4.000
4.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
-0.500
0.000
-2.190
-2.740

Ea

Source

54900
51908
4980
4980
20665
10300
12500
1000
4000
0
2200
-479
-417
-417
1000
0
20000
1743
1824

[146]
[26]
[1]
[1]
[146]
[147]
[145]
[145]
[145]
[148]
[146]
[143,149]
[26,150]
[26,150]
[26]
[151]
[152] est
[153]
[153]

Table 7: Selected reactions in the HCN oxidation subset. Parameters for use in
the modied Arrhenius expression k=AT β exp(-E/[RT]). Units are mol, cm, s,
cal.
HCN, HNC oers an alternative route of oxidation for cyanides. The major
issues regarding HNC have been the energy separation to HCN, important for
the predicted concentration of HNC when equilibrated with HCN, and the rate
constants for the reactions of HNC with OH and O 2 . Both the thermodynamic
properties of HNC and the key HNC reactions are known more accurately due
to recent work. Nguyen et al. [12] determined the energy dierence between
HCN and HNC at 298 K to be 15.1 ±0.1 kcal mol−1 , 2.2 kcal mol−1 higher than
that proposed in the early study by Lin et al. [154] and 0.3 kcal mol −1 higher
than the recommendation of Dagaut et al. [20]. Reactions of HNC with OH
(R36) [149] and O2 [143] have been characterized theoretically and both steps
appear to be slower at relevant temperatures than assumed in earlier modeling
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studies. In particular, Glarborg and Marshall [143] report a high barrier of 44
kcal mol−1 for the latter reaction, making it irrelevant under most conditions
of interest.
Compared to the HCN subset from previous work [20, 143], only a few changes
have been made.

The most important of these concerns the reaction of the

CN radical with O 2 .

This step is fast and the overall rate constant is well

established. However, the branching fraction to the two product channels NCO
+ O (R37) and NO + CO (R38) has been in discussion. Measurements of the
branching fraction [150, 155, 156] are in good agreement at room temperature.
Recently, Feng and Hershberger [150] veried that the NO + CO channel (R38)
constituted 20% with little or no temperature dependence over the range 296475 K, in contrast to earlier results from the same group [156], and we have
adopted their recommendation.

3.4.2

Modeling HCN oxidation

In the following, modeling predictions for HCN oxidation are compared to experimental results from ames (high temperature, reducing conditions) and ow
reactors (intermediate temperatures, oxidizing conditions).
Following Glarborg and Marshall [143], we compare modeling predictions for
the post-ame zone with measurements from a rich ethylene ame doped with
ammonia (Fig. 17). The conditions are representative of the high-temperature
region in fuel-rich combustion prior to the rich-lean transition. The experimental
data are from Haynes [157] who investigated the decay of hydrogen cyanide in
the burnt gases of a number of fuel-rich, atmospheric pressure hydrocarbon
ames, using nitrogen additives (ammonia or pyridine) as a source of HCN.
In the reaction zone of the ame, the additive would be converted to HCN,
with smaller amounts of NO. In the post-ame zone, HCN was slowly converted
to NH3 .

The temperature of the burnt gases was 2000 K. In the modeling,
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it was assumed that both ethylene and oxygen were depleted in the reaction
zone, resulting in an equilibrium mixture of CO, H 2 , CO2 , and H2 O entering
the post-ame zone together with measured concentrations of HCN, NH 3 , and
NO [143].

The modeling predictions are in good agreement with the measurements for
HCN, NH3 , and NO. Hydrogen cyanide is consumed through a two step sequence,

HCN + M  HNC + M

(R25)

HNC + OH → HNCO + H

(R36)

Under the conditions in the ame, HCN equilibrates rapidly with HNC. Atomic
hydrogen and to a lesser extent OH are the dominant radicals in the ame but
they consume little HCN because the reactions HCN + H
and HCN + OH



CN + H2 (R26b)

 CN + H2 O (R30) are both rapidly equilibrated.

The HNCO

formed in reaction R36 feeds rapidly into the amine pool, eventually forming
NH3 :

HNCO + H  NH2 + CO

(R44)

NH2 + H2  NH3 + H

(R53b)

A smaller fraction of the NH 2 is converted to NH and N through the sequence
NH2

+H

+H

−→ NH −→ N. The NH and N radicals may be oxidized to NO by reaction

with OH or react with NO to form N 2 O or N2 . This competition results overall
in a small decrease in NO concentration.

In combustion, HCN is oxidized to NO and N 2 under excess air conditions,
typically in the presence of combustibles. Figure 18 compares ow reactor results
from Hulgaard and Dam-Johansen [136] and Glarborg and Miller [137] on lean
oxidation of HCN with modeling predictions.

The upper gure shows results

for HCN oxidation in the absence of combustibles [137], while the lower gure
shows the impact of adding CO as a reactant [136].
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The agreement between

Figure 17: Comparison between experimental data [157] and modeling predictions for HCN oxidation in the post-ame region of an atmospheric pressure,
premixed, fuel-rich ethylene-air ame doped with 680 ppm ammonia. Symbols denote experimental data while lines denote modeling predictions. Fuel-air
equivalence ratio φ = 1.66; temperature 2000 K.
model and experiment is good. In the absence of CO, the conversion of HCN to
HNCO is underpredicted at lower temperatures, while predicted concentrations
of NO and N2 O at higher temperatures are slightly too high.
Figure 19 shows a reaction path path diagram for HCN oxidation under the
conditions of Fig. 18. In the absence of CO, predictions are sensitive to the
generation of radicals. Due to the abundance of O 2 and H2 O in the ow reactor experiments, representative of the burnout region in combustion systems,
H and O atoms are eciently converted to OH, which becomes the dominant
chain carrier. This occurs through the chain branching sequence H + O 2 → O
+ OH, O + H2 O → OH + OH. Consequently, removal of HCN is controlled
primarily by reaction with OH (R30), followed by a fast reaction of CN with O 2
to form NCO + O (R37). The subsequent reactions of NCO largely determine
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the fate of the N atom in the HCN oxidation process. Under the conditions
of Fig. 18(upper), NCO reacts primarily with H 2 O (R48b) at lower temperatures, thereby converting HCN to HNCO. Due to low radical concentrations,
consumption of HNCO is very slow below 1150 K. As the temperature increases,
the NCO + H2 O

→

HNCO + OH reaction is reversed at longer reaction times.

In this way, reaction R48 becomes the main consumption channel for HNCO as
well as the main source.

Comparison of experimental data [136, 137] and modeling predictions for HCN
oxidation in quartz a ow reactor, without (upper gure) and with (lower gure) CO in the
inlet. Experimental data are shown as symbols, modeling predictions as lines. Inlet mole
fractions: upper gure HCN = 337 ppm, O2 = 2.6%, H2 O = 3.1%; lower gure HCN = 318
ppm, CO = 1710 ppm, O2 = 2.4%, H2 O = 2.8%; balance N2 . P = 1.05 atm. Reaction times
are 0.149 (upper) and 0.071 sec at 900 K (constant mass ow). Surface/volume ratios were
4.4 cm−1 (upper) and 8.0 cm−1 (lower).

Figure 18:

In the presence of combustibles, here CO (Fig. 18 lower), the generation of chain
carriers becomes less sensitive to reactions in the HCN subset. The sequence CO
+ OH

→

CO2 + H, H + O2

→

O + OH acts as a source of radicals and shifts
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the HCN oxidation chemistry towards lower temperatures. It also suppresses
the formation of HNCO. Since OH reacts rapidly with CO, atomic oxygen now
assumes a more important role in the HCN oxidation. Reaction of HCN with
O (R27, R28) becomes competitive with HCN + OH (R30) in removing HCN,
and a minor oxidation route now proceeds through the amine pool via reaction
R28. The increased O-atom concentration also shifts the balance between the
NCO + O and NCO + NO reactions and causes a comparatively larger fraction
of HCN to be oxidized to NO at higher temperatures.

Figure 19: Reaction path diagram for oxidation of HCN under lean conditions.

For most practical purposes, the HCN oxidation chemistry is suciently well
established. Hydrogen cyanide is very seldom a stand-alone combustible and
the radical pool will typically be controlled by the oxidation of the main fuel or
fuel intermediates, not by the HCN chemistry. The selectivity in HCN oxidation
for forming NO, HNCO, NH 3 , N2 O, or N2 is predicted fairly accurately by the
present model.
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3.5

Oxidation of HNCO

Isocyanic acid (HNCO) is an important intermediate in fuel nitrogen oxidation
[1, 3, 20, 137139]. It is also important in selective noncatalytic reduction of NO
with cyanuric acid and urea, as it is a primary decomposition product of both
these agents [152, 158]. Previous modeling studies of HNCO oxidation [159] and
reduction of NO by HNCO [1, 152, 159, 160] have provided an understanding of
the HNCO chemistry, but eorts to develop a reliable prediction tool have to
some extent been hampered by the limited availability of suitable experimental
data.

3.5.1

Reaction subset for HNCO oxidation

Table 8 lists selected reactions from the HNCO subset of the chemical kinetic
model. The subset is mostly based on previous modeling studies by the authors
[1, 20, 21, 152, 159], as well as on the evaluation by Baulch et al. [26]. Rate constants for several of the HNCO consumption reactions are fairly well established
due to the low temperature work of Perry and coworkers [161, 162], the mediumto-high temperature work of Lin's group [163166], the high temperature work
of Hanson and coworkers [167170], and theoretical work, e.g., [171, 172].

The main consumption step for HNCO is the reaction with OH [159],

HNCO + OH  NCO + H2 O

(R48)

The rate constant for this reaction has been measured both at low [162] and high
[170] temperatures and the results are in good agreement. Both experimental
studies show that NCO + H 2 O is the major product channel. The importance
of a secondary product channel to NH 2 + CO2 has been in discussion, but the
theoretical study of Sengupta and Nguyen [172] indicates that this channel is
negligible.
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44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

HNCO + H  NH2 + CO
HNCO + H  NCO + H2
HNCO + O  NH + CO2
HNCO + O  NCO + OH
HNCO + OH  NCO + H2 O
HNCO + O2  HNO + CO2
HNCO + H2 O  NH3 + CO2
HNCO + HNCO  HNCNH + CO2

A

β

3.6E04
9.0E07
9.6E07
2.2E06
3.5E07
2.0E13
2.0E13
6.9E11

2.490
1.660
1.410
2.110
1.500
0.000
0.000
0.000

Ea

Source

2345
13900
8520
11430
3600
58900
48500
42100

[26]
[26]
[26]
[26]
[170]
See text
[173,174], est
[164]

Table 8:

Selected reactions in the HNCO oxidation subset. Parameters for use in the
modied Arrhenius expression k=ATβ exp(-E/[RT]). Units are mol, cm, s, cal.

The reaction between HNCO and O 2 ,
HNCO + O2  HNO + CO2

(R49)

was proposed by Glarborg et al. [159] to explain the oxidation behavior of HNCO
in the absence of other combustibles. They assumed an activation energy for
reaction R49 of 35 kcal mol−1 . In the present work we estimate the barrier for
the addition of triplet O2 to HNCO to be about 58.9 kcal mol −1 . The overall
barrier for reaction R49 might be even higher. Such a high barrier to reaction
means that the HNCO + O2 reaction is insignicant under the conditions of
interest here.
Alternative reactions of HNCO include the self-reaction and the reaction with
H2 O. Both of these reactions possibly yield CO 2 ,
HNCO + HNCO  HNCNH + CO2

(R51)

HNCO + H2 O  NH3 + CO2

(R50)

Reaction R51 has been studied both experimentally [164] and theoretically [164,
175] and data are in good agreement. The reaction is too slow to contribute
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to HNCO consumption under most conditions of interest. The rate constant
for formation of the HNCO dimer is predicted to be 1-2 orders of magnitude
faster [175], but the dimer is not expected to be stable at elevated temperatures.
Hydrogenation of HNCO has been reported to occur readily in liquid phase [176],
but there are no measurements of the gas-phase step. The reaction has been
studied theoretically both in gas phase [173, 174, 177] and aqueous phase [178].
Wei et al. [173] and Cheng et al. [174] calculated barriers for R50 of 48.4 and 48.7
kcal mol−1 , respectively; signicantly higher than the value of 35.3 kcal mol −1
predicted for the direct bimolecular reaction in aqueous phase [178]. Following
Wei et al. [173] and Cheng et al. [174], we have included the reaction with an
activation energy of 48.5 kcal mol −1 .

3.5.2

Modeling HNCO oxidation

The only experimental study of HNCO oxidation is the ow reactor work of
Glarborg et al. [159].

However, results for the reduction of NO by HNCO

(RapReNOx ) are also of importance for understanding the HNCO chemistry;
these are discussed in section 4.1.2. Glarborg et al. investigated HNCO oxidation
in the absence and presence of CO in the temperature range 10251425 K at
atmospheric pressure. Figure 20 compares experimental results and predictions
with the present model. Unfortunately, the source of HNCO in the experiments
 saturation of a nitrogen stream at 195 K  was not completely stable, but
the scatter in the data is limited.

In order to facilitate interpretation, the

experimental results are presented on a normalized basis in the gure, using the
calculated concentrations of inlet HNCO. The corresponding calculations are
carried out for each set with a xed inlet composition.
Figure 20 (upper) shows results on HNCO oxidation in the absence of combustibles. Consumption of HNCO proceeds very slowly at temperatures below
1250 K. Above 1250 K the HNCO decay is faster, but even at 1400 K only of
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Figure 20: Comparison of experimental data [159] and modeling predictions
for HNCO oxidation in a quartz ow reactor, without ( upper gure) and with
(lower gure) CO in the inlet. Experimental data are shown as symbols, modeling predictions as lines. The data have been normalized by the inlet HNCO
concentration, calculated from a carbon balance (HNCO + CO + CO 2 ). Inlet
mole fractions: upper gure HNCO = 228-336 ppm (320 ppm in the calculations), O2 = 5.6%, H2 O = 0.5%; lower gure HNCO = 343-516 ppm (480 ppm
in the calculations), CO = 730 ppm, O 2 = 5.5%, H2 O = 0.5%; balance N2 . P
= 1.05 atm. Reaction time = 0.10 sec at 1200 K (constant mass ow). The
reactor surface/volume ratio was 4.4 cm −1 .
the order of 50% of the inlet HNCO is consumed. Oxidation of HNCO leads
to concentrations of CO2 that are consistently larger than those of CO. Nitric
oxide and N2 O constitute a comparatively small fraction of the products.
The model severely underpredicts the consumption rate of HNCO. The low predicted oxidation rate for HNCO even at high temperature is due to the fact that
the major oxidation route for HNCO under these conditions is chain terminat53

ing. The OH radical is the main chain carrier, and HNCO is mainly consumed
by the HNCO + OH reaction (R48), forming NCO and H 2 O. The NCO radical
is consumed by reaction with O (R40) and, at higher temperatures, possibly
also O2 (R41). These reactions are chain terminating and inhibit the oxidation
process.

Isocyanide oxidation is negligible even at 1400 K, if it proceeds ex-

clusively through this sequence. The observed consumption of HNCO, and the
formation of CO 2 rather than CO, support the importance of a reaction between
HNCO and another stable species, i.e., O 2 (R49), H2 O (R50), or HNCO (R51).
However, all of these steps appear to be too slow to account for the observed
reaction. Formation of isomers of HNCO could potentially enhance oxidation,
similarly to what is observed for HCN (see section 3.4). The isomerization pathways for HNCO have been studied theoretically by several groups [108, 179, 180]
who nd the pathway to HOCN to be energetically the most favorable.
ever, the overall barrier height is of the order of 90 kcal mol

−1

How-

, which is too

high for the process to be signicant at the present temperatures. Even though
quartz surfaces are believed to be inert towards HNCO [158, 160, 181], it cannot be excluded that oxidation is promoted by heterogenous reactions on the
surface.

Figure 20 (lower) shows results for HNCO oxidation in the presence of CO. The
impact of CO on HNCO oxidation is similar to the eect it has on HCN oxidation, discussed in section 3.4.

The presence of CO enhances the consumption

rate of HNCO signicantly and isocyanic acid is completely oxidized already
at 1200 K, forming considerable amounts of NO and N 2 O, in addition to N 2 .
The model describes the observations well.

The predicted onset of reaction is

slightly premature, but the product concentrations are in good agreement with
experiment.

The CO oxidation chemistry acts to replenish the radical pool and shifts the
chemistry towards lower temperatures. Similar to what was seen for HCN oxidation, this happens through the chain branching sequence CO + OH
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CO2

+ H, H + O2  O + OH, O+H2 O  OH + OH. Oxidation of CO is slightly
inhibited by the presence of HNCO due to the chain terminating NCO reactions
and the competition for OHradicals between CO and HNCO. For this reason,
CO enters the rapid oxidation regime only after most of the HNCO is depleted.
Figure 21 shows a pathway diagram for oxidation of HNCO in the presence of
CO. Isocyanuric acid is consumed primarily by reaction with OH (R49), forming
NCO. The NCO radical subsequently reacts either with O to form NO (R40)
or with NO to form N2 O (R42) and N2 (R43). At temperatures above 1250 K
formation of N2 O diminishes while consumption reactions, in particular thermal
dissociation, become competitive, causing a decrease in N 2 O.

Figure 21: Reaction path diagram for oxidation of HNCO under lean conditions.
Similar to HCN, the reliability of the HNCO oxidation subset of the model is
sucient for most practical purposes. In combustion systems, HNCO is only a
minor reactive nitrogen species, formed either in devolatilization of solid fuels
or from partial oxidation of cyanides. The uncertainty in the HNCO oxidation
chemistry is mainly related to the slow oxidation occurring in the absence of
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other combustibles. However, as discussed in more detail in section 4.1.2, selective non-catalytic reduction of NO by cyanuric acid or urea is sensitive to the
HNCO subset, and here the uncertainties in this chemistry limit the predictive
capability of the model.
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3.6

Oxidation of NH 3

Ammonia is the key volatile-N species in combustion. It is formed in devolatilization of solid fuels [3] or from conversion of cyanides at higher temperatures [1,3,131,157]. At the rich-lean transition in staged combustion processes, NH3 rather than HCN governs the nitrogen chemistry and controls the
selectivity for forming NO and N2 [182].
A number of modeling studies and reviews on ammonia oxidation chemistry
have been reported, e.g. [1, 19, 48, 146, 183185]. In addition, the chemistry of
selective non-catalytic reduction of NO by reaction with ammonia has been
studied extensively (see section 4.1.1). However, the development of reliable
models for ammonia oxidation in combustion and ue gas cleaning has been
hampered partly by issues concerning key reactions, in particular the branching
fraction of the NH2 + NO reaction and the lifetime of NNH [1,19], and partly by
the strong sensitivity of ammonia to surfaces, potentially limiting the accuracy
of reactor experiments (see App. A).
3.6.1

Reaction subset for NH 3 oxidation

Table 9 lists selected reactions in the amine subset of the chemical kinetic model.
This subset was based mostly on the recent work by Klippenstein et al. [19],
which again drew on previous modeling studies [22, 48, 186189]. For many of
the key reactions in the ammonia subset, rate constants have been calculated
by Klippenstein and coworkers using high-level theory. These include NH 2 +
NO [190,191] and NH2 + NO2 [192], reactions on the ONNH potential energy
surface (NH + NO, NNH + O, N2 O + H) [19], reactions of NH2 and NNH with
O2 [19], and NH2 + OH [193].
In the absence of hydrocarbons, ammonia is largely consumed by H-abstraction
reactions with the O/H radical pool (R53-R55); these steps are all characterized
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52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.

A

β

1.6E14
Low pressure limit:
3.6E22
Troe parameters: 0.5 1.0E-30 1.0E30
6.4E05
NH3 + H  NH2 + H2
9.4E06
NH3 + O  NH2 + OH
2.0E06
NH3 + OH  NH2 + H2 O
1.7E04
NH2 + HO2  NH3 + O2
2.1E13
NH + H2  NH2 + H
6.6E14
NH2 + O  HNO + H
7.0E12
NH2 + O  NH + OH
3.3E06
NH2 + OH  NH + H2 O
NH2 + HO2  H2 NO + OH 2.5E17
2.6E11
NH2 + O2  H2 NO + O
2.9E-2
NH2 + O2  HNO + OH
5.9E02
NH2 + HNO  NH3 + NO
4.3E10
NH2 + NO  NNH + OH
2.6E19
NH2 + NO  N2 + H2 O
2.2E11
NH2 + NO2  N2 O + H2 O
NH2 + NO2  H2 NO + NO 8.6E11
4.6E05
NH + O2  HNO + O
1.3E06
NH + O2  NO + OH
6.8E14
NH + NO  N2 + OH
H2 NO + O2  HNO + HO2 2.3E02
2.0E13
HNO + O2  NO + HO2

0.000
-1.760

NH2 + H(+M)  NH3 (+M)

2.390
1.940
2.040
1.550
0.000
-0.500
0.000
1.949
-1.280
0.487
3.764
2.950
0.294
-2.369
0.110
0.110
2.000
1.500
-0.780
2.994
0.000

E

Source
0 [194]
0

10171
6460
566
2027
15417
0
0
-217
1166
29050
18185
-3469
-866
870
-1186
-1186
6500
100
20
16500
16000

[195]
[196]
[197]
[198]
[199]
See text
See text
[19,193]
[198]
[19]
[19]
[200]
[201]
[201]
See text
See text
[202]
[202]
See text
See text
[146]

Table 9: Selected reactions in the NH 3 oxidation subset. Additional reactions
are listed in Table 6. Parameters for use in the modied Arrhenius expression
k=ATβ exp(-E/[RT]). Units are mol, cm, s, cal.
experimentally over a wide temperature range. The subsequent reactions of the
NH2 radical have a large impact on the consumption rate for NH 3 and on the
selectivity for forming NO and N2 . Owing to the low reactivity of NH 2 towards
O2 , the key step in the presence of even small amounts of NO is the fast NH 2
+ NO reaction. Due to the importance of this reaction in the SNCR process
(section 4.1.1), it has been studied extensively in the past [203]. An Arrhenius
plot for the overall reaction between NH 2 and NO is shown in Fig. 22. The
reaction has been measured over a wide temperature range, and data agree
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roughly within a factor of two.

The experimentally based value of Song et

al. [204] and the theoretical rate constant from Klippenstein [191], which both
provide an accurate representation of available measurements, are slightly lower
than the value of Miller and Glarborg [188] used in our recent modeling work
[19].

Figure 22: Arrhenius plot for the reaction NH 2 + NO

→ products.

The symbols

denote measurements of the rate constant while lines denote theoretical values.
The data are drawn from Silver and Kolb [205], Stief et al. [206], Atakan et
al. [207], Wolf et al. [208, 209], Song et al. [201, 204], and Klippenstein [191].

The NH2 + NO reaction has two product channels,

NH2 + NO  NNH + OH

(R65)

NH2 + NO  N2 + H2 O

(R66)

Reaction R65 is chain branching while R66 is terminating, and for this reason,
modeling predictions are very sensitive to the branching fraction for the reaction,
dened as

α

= k65 /(k65 + k66 ). Figure 23 compares experimental data for the

branching fraction with the theoretical ratio from Miller and Klippenstein [190]
and Klippenstein [191]. The recent experimental data [201, 204, 210213] and
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the theoretical values are in very good agreement.
In the present work, we have adopted the rate constants for reactions R65
and R66 from Song et al. [201]. Their branching ratio was chosen to match
the theoretical value from Miller and Klippenstein [190]. In the temperature
window for the Thermal DeNO x process (around 1250 K), this value is slightly
lower than the value of the CASPT2 calculation from Klippenstein [191] (see
Fig. 23).

Due to the very high sensitivity to

α

in modeling predictions for

Thermal DeNOx , even a very small change has a signicant impact (see section
4.1.1).

Figure 23: Arrhenius plot for the branching fraction of the reaction NH 2 + NO

→ products, dened as α = k65 /(k65

+ k66 ). The symbols denote measurements

of the rate constant while lines denote theoretical values. The data are drawn
from Atakan et al. [207], Bulatov et al. [214], Park and Lin [210, 211], Glarborg
et al. [212], Votsmeier et al. [213], Song et al. [201, 204], Miller and Klippenstein
[190], and Klippenstein [191]. The Klippenstein branching fractions are based

6.2 · 1015 T−1.150 exp(-1267/T); k66 =
exp(-365/T) (CASPT2); k 65 = 1.3 · 1016 T−1.216 exp(-1360/T);

on the following rate constants: k 65 =
20

1.2 · 10

k66 =

T

−2.576

3.3 · 1021

T−3.029 exp(-588/T) (MRCI+Q).

At large excess air ratios, the HO 2 radical may be formed in signicant quan-
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tities, promoting oxidation of NO to NO 2 . This occurs via the reaction NO +
HO2



NO2 + OH, which is well characterized both in the forward [26, 215]

and reverse [216] direction. The NH 2 + NO2 reaction has been studied over a
wide range of temperature. Similar to NH 2 + NO, it has two major product
channels,

NH2 + NO2  N2 O + H2 O

(R67)

NH2 + NO2  H2 NO + NO

(R68)

Values for the overall rate constant have been reported over a wide range of
conditions [192, 217226], but the scatter in the data is considerable. However,
even though data at 500 K dier by more than an order of magnitude (Fig. 24),
most recent determinations are in fairly good agreement.

The rate constant

calculated by Klippenstein et al. [192] provides a good description of most of
the data below 1000 K, but it is a factor of three below the high temperature
(1300-1600 K) shock tube determination of Song et al. [226]. In the present work,
we have adopted the overall rate constant from Glarborg et al. [223], which is
compatible with the rate constants from both Song et al. and Klippenstein et
al. within their uncertainties.
Also the branching fraction for the NH 2 + NO2 reaction, dened as k 67 /(k67
+ k68 ), has been in discussion but most studies support a value around 20%
[223, 225229], in agreement with the theoretical analysis of Klippenstein et
al. [192].
Competing consumption steps of NH 2 include reactions with the O/H radical
pool (R57-R61), with amine radicals leading to formation of N 2 -amines, and, at
high excess oxygen levels, with O 2 (R62, R63). The NH 2 + H reaction (R57b)
has been measured both in the forward [230, 231] and reverse [199, 232] direction
at elevated temperatures. The data for the NH + H 2 reaction [199, 232] is in
excellent agreement over an extended temperature range and consistent with the
only low temperature measurement of k 57b [233]. The NH2 + O reaction (R58,
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Figure 24: Arrhenius plot for the reaction NH 2 + NO2 → products. The symbols
denote measurements of the rate constant while lines denote theoretical values.
The data are drawn from Hack et al. [217], Kurasawa and Lesclaux [218], Whyte
and Phillips [219], Xiang et al. [220], Bulatov et al. [221], Park and Lin [225],
Song et al. [226], Klippenstein et al. [192], and Glarborg et al. [223].
R59) has only been measured at low temperature where the overall rate constant
has been shown to be fast [234236] and HNO + H (R58) is the dominating
product channel, with a minor contribution from NH + OH (R59) [234, 235].
Based on unpublished data by Temps (cited by Miller et al. [183]), we have
assumed a T−0.5 temperature dependence for reaction R58. Since the NH 2 +
O reaction is important for formation of NO from NH 3 at high temperatures,
a measurement of the rate of this step at elevated temperature is desirable.
The NH2 + OH reaction (R60) was studied experimentally and theoretically by
Klippenstein et al. [193].
The NH radical, formed by hydrogen atom abstraction from NH 2 , may react
with NO to form N2 O (R17) or N2 (R71), as discussed in section 3.3.1, or with
O2 leading to formation of NO,
NH + O2  NO + OH
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(R70)

NH + O2  HNO + O

(R69)

The competition between the dierent consumption reactions of NH is important for the overall selectivity for forming NO or N 2 in ammonia oxidation, in
particular at higher temperatures.
Under conditions with high O2 concentrations [19] or high pressure [237], nitroxide (H2 NO) may be formed in signicant quantities from reaction of NH 2
with HO2 or NO2 . The H2 NO subset of the reaction mechanism is not well
established and consists largely of reactions with estimated rate constants. The
most important reaction of H2 NO is that with O2 ,
H2 NO + O2  HNO + HO2

(R72)

There are no experimental data available for this reaction. Recently, it was studied theoretically by Song et al. [237] who calculated the rate constant from ab
initio theory. To facilitate modeling predictions of NH 3 oxidation and Thermal
DeNOx at high oxygen concentrations, we have lowered the activation energy
for reaction (R72) by 2.5 kcal mol −1 ; this change is within the estimated uncertainty in the calculated barrier height.
Also for HNO, reaction with O2 (R73) is an important consumption step. For
this reaction we rely on a rate constant derived from QRRK theory [146]. Experimental determinations of the rate constants for both HNO + O 2 and H2 NO
+ O2 are desirable.
3.6.2

Modeling NH 3 oxidation

Oxidation of ammonia has been studied extensively in the past, both experimentally and through modeling. The experimental work include studies in ames
[238245], shock tubes [185,246253] and ow reactors [136,140,237,254,255].
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Due to the potential impact of surface reactions on the induction time in NH 3
oxidation even for quartz (see [254] and App. A), ow and batch reactor experiments can be used only cautiously for model validation. For this reason,
we supplement ow reactor data with results from experiments conducted in
premixed ames and shock tubes for validation of the NH 3 oxidation subset.
Following Miller and Bowman [1], we evaluate the model against the lowpressure ame data of Bian et al. [244]. They measured the structure of a
ame burning in a near equimolar ammonia-oxygen mixture at reduced pressure (35 Torr), using using a molecular beam sampling technique coupled with
a mass spectrometer. Figure 25 compares the measured species proles with
modeling predictions.
Overall, the agreement between the experimental results and the modeling predictions is good. The concentrations of both reactants (NH 3 , O2 ) and products
(NO, N2 O, N2 , and H2 O) are predicted quite accurately, while calculations for
the amine radicals NH2 and NH are within the experimental uncertainty. The
only major discrepancies, not shown, occur for HNO and N, which are both
severely overpredicted.
Figure 26 shows a reaction path diagram for oxidation of NH 3 . Ammonia is
converted to NH2 by reaction with the radical pool. The NH 2 radical may be
+OH,H
converted to NH and N in the sequence NH 2 +OH,H
−→ NH −→ N; these reactions
become more competitive with increasing temperature. Subsequently, the NH i
radicals may react with NO, leading to N 2 , or with O, OH, or O2 , forming NO.
The selectivity for forming NO or N 2 in oxidation of ammonia is determined by
the competition of the amine radicals for reacting with NO or with the O/H
radical pool (or O2 ).
Mathieu and Petersen [185] measured the ignition delay for NH 3 as a function
of stoichiometry and pressure. In Fig. 27, their results for a pressure of 1.4
atm are compared with modeling predictions. The calculations are in good
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Figure 25: Comparison of measured [244] and predicted mole fractions of stable
species and selected radicals in a low-pressure premixed ammonia/oxygen ame.
The symbols denote experimental data, while the solid lines denote calculated
values. Conditions: pressure of 35 torr; inlet composition 48% NH 3 , 51% O2 ,
and 1% Ar. The gas velocity was 60.8 cm s −1 and the peak ame temperature
was about 2250 K.
agreement with measurements at lean and rich conditions, but curiously show
a larger deviation at stoichiometric conditions. As pointed out by Mathieu
and Petersen, the predicted ignition delays for NH 3 are sensitive to the N2 Hx
subset of the mechanism. This subset is quite uncertain and more work on the
N2 -amine chemistry is desirable.
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Figure 26: Reaction path diagram for oxidation of NH 3 .
In the presence of even small amounts of NO, NH 3 oxidation becomes insensitive
to initiation reactions and the impact of the surface in ow reactor experiments
is minimized [1,159]. Figure 28 shows results for NH 3 oxidation in the presence
of NO varying in the range 25-100 ppm, with the NH 3 and O2 inlet levels
maintained at 1000 ppm and 40%, respectively [256]. The onset temperature for
reaction is independent of the NO level. Even at the smallest NO concentration
of 25 ppm, a minimum in NO is observed just above the initiation temperature,
and inspection of the data shows that the fractional conversion of NO at the
minimum is quite similar over the range of NO levels from 25 to 100 ppm.
At higher temperatures (> 1200 K), the exit NO concentration asymptotically
approaches a value, which is independent of the inlet level. A similar observation
was reported by Lyon and Benn [257]. The modeling predictions capture all
these trends well.
The comparisons with the ame structure data (Fig. 25), the shock tube ignition
delays (Fig. 27), and the ow reactor data (Fig. 28) indicate that the important
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Figure 27: Experimental [185] and predicted ignition delays for mixtures of NH 3
and O2 in Ar (99%) as a function of fuel-air equivalence ratio (lean ( φ=0.5),
stoichiometric (φ=1.0), and rich (φ=2.0)) and temperature. The data were
obtained in a shock tube at a pressure of 1.4 bar. Symbols denote experimental
data, while solid lines denote modeling predictions.
features of NH3 oxidation, including the selectivity for forming NO and N 2 , are
described well by the model. However, in combustion processes ammonia formed
from fuel-nitrogen will typically be present only in small amounts compared to
other combustibles. The oxidation chemistry of these combustibles will control
the generation of chain carriers, and, particularly under reducing conditions,
hydrocarbon/amine interactions may be important.
Figure 29 compares modeling predictions with the experimental results from
Mendiara and Glarborg [22] for oxidation of CH 4 doped with NH3 in a ow
reactor as a function of temperature and stoichiometry. The conditions of these
experiments are expected to be more representative of practical combustion
systems. The methane inlet level was about 2500 ppm, with about 500 ppm
NH3 . The stoichiometry is seen to have a major impact on the NO formation.
Under fuel-rich conditions, the amount of NO formed is negligible. Carbon
monoxide is formed above 1230 K and reaches a plateau level at a temperature
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Figure 28: Comparison of experimental data [256] and modeling predictions for
oxidation of NH3 in a quartz ow reactor: eect of inlet NO concentration. Symbols denote experimental data, while solid lines denote modeling predictions.
Inlet concentrations: NH3 = 1000±100 ppm, O2 = 40±1.2%, H2 O = trace, NO
varying (25, 50, 100 ppm); balance N 2 . Residence time (s) = 48.7/T[K].
close to 1300 K. Ammonia oxidation is initiated at 1130 K, but the consumption
rate of NH3 is slow until CH4 is completely converted to CO. For stoichiometric
conditions, the initiation of the reaction occurs at a slightly lower temperature.
Nitric oxide is formed following the disappearance of NH 3 , reaching a level of
180 ppm at 1400 K and then leveling out. Carbon monoxide exhibits a peak at
1230 K and then reaches a plateau. For fuel-lean conditions, reaction is initiated
at much lower temperatures. Carbon monoxide peaks already at 1030 K, and
no CO is observed above 1075 K. Following the depletion of NH 3 at about 1050
K, NO is formed. The NO concentration increases with temperature up to 1250
K and then levels out.
Modeling predictions are generally in good agreement with experiments. The
model captures well the initiation of methane and ammonia oxidation and the
onset of NO formation, except under lean conditions where the onset tempera68

Figure 29: Comparison of experimental data [22] and modeling predictions for
oxidation of a mixture of CH4 and NH3 as a function of stoichiometry and temperature. Symbols denote experimental data, while solid lines denote modeling
predictions. Inlet concentrations (reducing ( φ = 1.55) / stoichiometric (φ =
1.07) / oxidizing (φ = 0.13)): CH4 = 2508 / 2513 / 2515 ppm, O2 = 3480 /
5040 / 40100 ppm, NH3 = 484 / 468 / 468 ppm; balance N 2 . All experiments
were conducted in a 12 mm inner diameter alumina reactor at 1.05 atm with a
residence time in the isothermal zone of 1296/T(K).
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ture is underpredicted. The amount of NO formed is predicted quite accurately
over the range of temperature and stoichiometry.
The presence of hydrocarbons opens up additional oxidation pathways for NH 3 ,
compared to the diagram in Fig. 26. These interactions are discussed in more
detail elsewhere [22, 131, 189]. In particular the methyl radical plays an active
role, converting amine radicals to hydrocarbon amines,

CH3 + NH2 (+M)  CH3 NH2 (+M)
CH3 + NH  CH2 NH + H
and hydrogen cyanide to acetonitrile,

CH3 + HCN  CH3 CN + H

The level of accuracy shown in Fig. 29 is presumably representative of the reliability of the model in simulating ammonia oxidation, in particular the selectivity
for forming NO and N 2 , in most practical systems. This is encouraging, as NH 3
can be considered the most important fuel-nitrogen species in the gas-phase.
However, the interaction of NH 3 with the hydrocarbon oxidation chemistry,
particularly under reducing conditions, is quite complicated [22, 131, 189] and
uncertainties in this chemistry may limit the accuracy of modeling predictions
under reducing conditions.
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4 In-situ reduction of NO
As legislation on nitrogen oxide emissions becomes increasingly stringent, primary measures based on staged combustion may become inadequate, making
it necessary to employ either catalytic ue gas cleaning or in-situ control technologies such as selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) or reburning. Both
SNCR [1, 152, 258, 259] and reburning [21, 260273] have been studied extensively. They are available as commercial technologies, typically oering NO x
reductions of the order of 50% [274]. In the following sections, the chemistry of
these processes are outlined and the reliability of the model in describing the
NO reduction is evaluated.
4.1

Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction of NO

Selective, non-catalytic reduction of NO (SNCR) is widely used for NO x control
in combustion of fuels such as biomass and waste, where catalytic cleaning may
be prohibitive due to poisoning of the catalyst. The reducing agents used to
react with NO are ammonia, urea and cyanuric acid. Also ammonium sulfate
has been proposed [274], but little is known about the performance of this agent.
4.1.1

SNCR with NH 3

(Thermal DeNO x )

Selective, non-catalytic reduction of NO using NH 3 as the reducing agent was developed by Lyon [258] who termed the process Thermal DeNO x . The chemistry
of Thermal DeNOx has been studied extensively [1,19,187,188,258,259,275277].
Characteristic of the process is that nitric oxide removal is possible only in a
narrow temperature range centered at 1250 K and only in the presence of oxygen. At temperatures below 1100 K, reaction is too slow to be signicant, and
above 1400 K the NH3 is oxidized to NO rather than to N 2 .
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The kinetic model for Thermal DeNO x is the same as that for the H/N/O chemistry discussed in previous sections. The major dierence between the present
subset, adopted largely from Klippenstein et al. [19], and previous kinetic models for Thermal DeNOx , e.g., [1,188], is that the chain branching in the process
is now mainly restricted by the small value of the branching fraction α of the
NH2 + NO reaction, rather than by reactions of NNH with O 2 or NO. Following
Klippenstein et al. [19], we use a value for the NNH lifetime of 10 −9 s, much
lower than values commonly used in modeling. This value corresponds to k 20
= 1x109 s−1 . A lower limit rate for prompt dissociation can be estimated to
around 2x108 s−1 . An accurate determination of the dissociation rate for NNH
(R20) would be very valuable for modeling ammonia oxidation and selective
non-catalytic reduction of NO.
Figure 30 compares experimental and modeling results for the Thermal DeNO x
process. The upper gure shows data obtained in a laminar ow reactor [278],
while the results in the lower gure were obtained in a jet-stirred reactor [276].
Despite the dierence in reaction conditions, the temperature window for the
process is similar in the two reactor congurations. Presence of water vapor is
seen to have only a limited impact on the process.
The present model provides a satisfactory prediction of the experimental results,
even though it predicts a larger impact of H 2 O than observed experimentally.
While NO is predicted fairly accurately in the presence of water vapor, in particular for the ow reactor conditions, the model tends to underpredict the
temperature for onset of reaction in the absence of H 2 O. The reason for this
discrepancy is not clear. Loss of atomic oxygen on the reactor wall under dry
conditions could conceivably play a role; this is discussed in App. A. The predicted inhibition by water vapor is mostly caused by its high collider eciency
in the reaction H + O2 + M → HO2 + M. Presently, the collider eciency
is based on low temperature measurements, but there is likely a considerable
temperature dependence to it.
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Figure 30: Comparison of experimental data [276,278] and modeling predictions
for reduction of NO by NH3 : eect of H2 O concentration. Symbols denote
experimental data, while solid lines denote modeling predictions. Upper gure
(laminar quartz ow reactor [278]): Inlet concentrations: NH 3 = 832 ppm, NO
= 507 ppm, O2 = 4.0%, H2 O = 0% or 2.8% or 10%, balance N 2 . Residence time
(s) = 92.7/T(K). Lower gure (jet-stirred reactor [276]): Inlet concentrations:
NH3 = 960 ppm, NO = 400 ppm, O2 = 0.8%, H2 O = 0% or 3%, balance N2 .
Nominal residence time (s) = 370/T(K).
Figure 31 shows a pathway diagram for the Thermal DeNO x process in the
presence of water vapor. Ammonia is converted to NH 2 by reaction with the
O/H radical pool, primarily OH (R55). The subsequent reaction between NH 2
and NO is the key step in the process. This reaction must simultaneously remove
NO and produce free radicals to sustain reaction [1, 19]. As discussed above, it
has two product channels
NH2 + NO  NNH + OH
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(R65)

NH2 + NO  N2 + H2 O

(R66)

Dissociation of NNH initiates a reaction sequence, which secures that reaction
(R65) leads to a net formation of three hydroxyl radicals [1,19]:
NNH  N2 + H

(R20)

H + O2  O + OH
O + H2 O  OH + OH

For the overall process to be self-sustainable, it is required that the branching
fraction of the NH2 + NO reaction, α = k65 /(k65 + k66 ), must be at least 25%.
Early experiments [207, 279] indicated a smaller branching fraction, but it is
now well established that α attains values of 0.3-0.4 in the 1100-1400 K range
(Fig. 23).

Figure 31: Reaction path diagram for the Thermal DeNO x process. Dashed
lines denote pathways only important at high temperatures.
The process is limited in the high temperature end by the chain branching cycle
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occurring too rapidly, thus leading to a strong growth in the O/H radical pool.
This promotes conversion of NH 2 to NH,

NH2 + OH  NH + H2 O

(R60)

which becomes competitive with the NH 2 + NO reaction. The NH formed
+O

is partly oxidized to NO through the sequence NH −→2 HNO

+M,OH,O2

−→

NO.

Also the NH2 + O reaction (R58, R59) contributes to formation of NO. At
suciently high temperatures, typically around 1400 K, these reactions lead to
a net formation of NO.
Figure 32 shows a sensitivity analysis for NO for the conditions of the experiments of Duo (Fig. 30). Results for three water vapor concentrations are shown
for temperatures slightly above the onset temperature for the process and below the optimum temperature for NO reduction. Chain branching processes
enhance the reduction, whereas termination processes inhibit it. Reaction R65,
NH2 + NO → NNH + OH, is favorable to NO reduction, and reaction R66,
NH2 + NO → N2 + H2 O, is equally unfavorable. Similarly, but with much
lower sensitivity coecients, H + O 2 → O + OH promotes reaction while H +
O2 (+M) → HO2 (+M) inhibits reduction of NO.
The sensitivity coecients for the NH 2 + NO reaction, and in particular for
the branching fraction for the reaction, α = k65 /(k65 + k66 ), are very large,
showing the unusually large sensitivity of modeling predictions for Thermal
DeNOx to this parameter. Apart from the H + O 2 reaction, no other steps in
the mechanism are nearly as important.
Figures 33 and 34 compare modeling predictions for NO with experimental data
from Kasuya et al. [280]. They performed a series of ow reactor experiments
where they investigated the eect of O 2 concentration from close to zero to 50%
on the Thermal DeNO x process, measuring both NO, NO 2 , and N2 O.
Figures 33 shows results for NO. An increase in the oxygen concentration shifts
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Figure 32: Sensitivity coecients for prediction of NO in Thermal DeNO x for
the conditions of the experiments of Duo [278] as a function of the water vapor concentration at a temperature slightly above the temperature for onset of
reaction: 0% (1100 K), 2.75% (1125 K), and 10% (1150 K).
the window towards lower temperatures and widens it. At the same time, the
maximum amount of NO removal decreases. Similar results were reported by
Lu and Lu [277]. These characteristics are described well by the model. Similar
to what was observed by Klippenstein et al. [19], the predicted temperature for
onset of reaction is slightly shifted for some conditions. The very short NNH
lifetime of the present mechanism causes the predicted onset temperature to be
less sensitive to the O2 level than observed experimentally, but the dierence is
probably within experimental uncertainty.
Figure 34 compares predicted and observed concentrations of NO 2 and N2 O for
the conditions of Fig. 33. Kasuya et al. were the rst to report detection of NO 2
in the Thermal DeNOx process; NO2 is now believed to be a key intermediate
in the process [19, 187, 188]. Nitrogen dioxide is seen to form in signicant
quantities at high concentrations of O 2 , but the level drops o rapidly as O 2
decreases.
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Figure 33: Comparison of experimental data [280] and modeling predictions for
reduction of NO by NH3 in a quartz ow reactor: eect of O 2 concentration.
Symbols denote experimental data, while solid lines denote modeling predictions. Inlet concentrations: NH 3 = 1000±60 ppm, NO = 500±30 ppm, H2 O =
5%, balance N2 . Residence time (s) = 88.0/T(K). The reactor surface/volume
ratio was 7.8 cm−1 .
The modeling predictions are in qualitative agreement with the measurements,
but the predicted window for NO 2 extends to higher temperatures than observed
experimentally. Nitrogen dioxide is formed through the sequence,
NNH + O2  N2 + HO2
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(R24)

Figure 34: Comparison of experimental data [280] and modeling predictions for
formation of NO2 and N2 O in the reduction of NO by NH 3 in a quartz ow
reactor: eect of O2 concentration. Symbols denote experimental data, while
solid lines denote modeling predictions. Conditions are the same as in Fig. 33.
Inlet concentrations: NH3 = 1000±60 ppm, NO = 500±30 ppm, H2 O = 5%,
balance N2 . Residence time (s) = 88.0/T(K). The reactor surface/volume ratio
was 7.8 cm−1 .
NO + HO2  NO2 + OH

(R17)

Formation of HO2 , and thereby NO2 , is then replenished through the reactions,
NH2 + NO2  H2 NO + NO
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(R68)

H2 NO + O2  HNO + HO2

(R72)

HNO + O2  NO + HO2

(R73)

The competition between reactions of HNO and H 2 NO with O2 (neither of
which are well characterized) and with the radical pool is important for the peak
concentration of NO2 , as well as the width of the NO2 formation window [19].
The formation of N2 O is a complex function of temperature and oxygen concentration. The N2 O peak shifts from high temperature to low temperature as
[O2 ] increases. At 10% O2 , a double peak in N2 O can be detected, indicating
that two mechanisms of N2 O formation are active. The two sources of N 2 O are
the reactions [187,188]
NH2 + NO2  N2 O + H2 O

(R67)

active predominantly at lower temperatures and larger [O 2 ] where NO2 is readily
available, and
NH + NO  N2 O + H

(R17)

which competes with NH + O2 at higher temperatures and lower values of
[O2 ]. The predictions with the current mechanism agree qualitatively with the
measured proles, but the model overpredicts N 2 O under conditions where the
NH + NO reaction is the main source.
Presence of combustibles such as H 2 or CO shifts the window for NO removal
towards lower temperatures by replenishing the radical pool. Furthermore, it
leads to a narrowing of the process window, because the enhanced radical levels
cause oxidation of NH3 to NO to compete more eciently with the NO removal
reactions. These eects are illustrated in Fig. 35, which compares modeling
predictions for the eect of CO addition on Thermal DeNO x with the experimental results of Alzueta et al. [281]. Both the shift in onset temperature and
the narrowing of the temperature window are captured quite well by the model.
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Figure 35: Comparison of experimental data [281] and modeling predictions for
reduction of NO by NH3 in a quartz ow reactor: eect of CO concentration.
Symbols denote experimental data, while solid lines denote modeling predictions. Inlet concentrations: 300 ppm NH 3 , 300 ppm NO, 4.0% O2 , 4.5% H2 O;
balance N2 . Pressure is 1.1 atm. Residence time at 1200 K (constant molar
rate) is about 150 ms. The reactor surface/volume ratio was 4.4 cm −1 .
Even though the Thermal DeNO x mechanism is now well understood and the
main features of the process are predicted satisfactorily by the model, quantitative modeling predictions over a wider range of conditions are still elusive. As
discussed in section 3.6.1, the rate constants and branching fractions of some
of the key reactions were re-evaluated in the present work, most importantly
the NH2 + NO reaction (R65, R66). This reaction is probably one of the best
characterized reactions in combustion chemistry, with rate constants for the two
product channels determined very accurately from both experiment and theory.
Still, this level of accuracy (± 10%) is not sucient to guarantee a good prediction of NO in the Thermal DeNO x process. A small lowering of the branching
fraction from 0.37 (best theoretical value [191]) to 0.34 (lower end of experimental range) at 1200 K considerably improves predictions for the process by
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increasing the onset temperature for reaction by 25-50 K. It is probably a unique
feature of nitrogen chemistry - due to the selectivity in products (NO, N 2 , N2 O,
etc.)

- that such a small correction has a ma jor impact on predictions.

The

accuracy of modeling predictions for Thermal DeNO x is limited also by uncertainties in other reactions, for instance at increased oxygen concentrations the
steps HNO + O 2 and H2 NO + O2 .
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4.1.2

SNCR with Cyanuric Acid (RapReNO x )

Cyanuric acid, (HOCN)3 , is an alternative to ammonia and urea as an SNCR
agent. Above 600 K, cyanuric acid decomposes to isocyanic acid (HNCO), which
at suciently high temperature initiates a reaction sequence that can take out
NO [152]. The process was discovered by Perry [282] and termed RapReNO x .
Compared to the Thermal DeNO x process, RapReNOx is ecient at slightly
higher temperatures, due to the self-inhibiting nature of HNCO oxidation discussed in section 3.5. A concern with the process is the formation and possible
emission of nitrous oxide, N2 O.
A number of ow reactor studies of the reduction of NO by HNCO have been
performed in order to investigate the characteristics of this process [158160,181,
283]. The most comprehensive data were obtained by Caton and Siebers [158]
who investigated the eect of temperature and exhaust gas composition on the
process. Modeling studies for the RapReNO x process have been reported by
Miller and Bowman [1, 152], Lyon and Cole [160], and Glarborg et al. [159].
These studies have provided an overall understanding of the reduction of NO
by HNCO, but details of the chemistry remain uncertain.
The subset used in the present work for studying the RapReNO x is the same as
that discussed in sections 3.4 and 3.5 for oxidation of HCN and HNCO, respectively. In the modeling, cyanuric acid is assumed to decompose instantaneously
at the temperatures relevant for the process. The key reaction for removing NO
is NCO + NO, which has two product channels,
NCO + NO  N2 O + CO

(R42)

NCO + NO  N2 + CO2

(R43)

The overall rate constant has been measured over a wide range of temperature
[161, 284, 285] and the main uncertainty relates to the branching ratio for the
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reaction. We have adopted the recommendation of Baulch et al. [26], which is
based on the theoretical work by Zhu and Lin [153]. The nitrous oxide formed
in reaction (R42) may be emitted from the process and it is a concern for
RapReNOx .
For model validation, we compare predictions with the ow reactor data of
Caton and Siebers [158]. They systematically investigated the eect of the initial concentrations of CO, H 2 O, and O2 .

Their data are characterized by a

high HNCO/NO ratio and long reaction times, promoting NO reduction and
widening the temperature window for the process. However, uncertainties related to the mixing conditions, the temperature prole, and the decomposition
of cyanuric acid imply that their results should be used with caution for model
evaluation purposes [152].
Figure 36 shows the eect of adding water vapor and carbon monoxide to the
process. In the absence of H 2 O and CO, the process window occurs at temperatures above 1300 K. Under these conditions, atomic oxygen is the main radical,
and the HNCO + O reaction yields both NCO (R47) and NH (R46). The subsequent NCO + NO reaction (R42, R43) is chain terminating. Even though the
reaction removes NO, it serves to limit NO reduction, shifting the process to
higher temperatures. In addition, the sequence NO + O (+M)
NO2 + O

→

→

NO2 (+M),

NO + O2 is chain terminating and slows down reaction. The NH

radical is consumed primarily by reaction with O 2 and NO in chain propagating
reactions; the NH + NO reaction makes a considerable contribution to reducing
NO under dry conditions.
Addition of H2 O shifts the window approximately 50 K towards lower temperatures. The presence of water vapor causes a shift from O to OH as the major
chain carrier due to the reaction O + H 2 O

→

OH + OH, diminishing the im-

portance of the chain terminating sequence involving NO 2 .

Also, the direct

reaction between HNCO and H 2 O serves to promote reaction, even though it is
slow.
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Figure 36: Comparison of modeling predictions and experimental data for the
RapReNOx process in a quartz ow reactor: eect of the initial mole fractions of
CO and H2 O. The experimental data, taken from Caton and Siebers [158], are
shown as symbols, modeling predictions as lines. Inlet mole fractions: (HOCN) 3
= 470 ppm, NO = 330 ppm, CO = 0 or 1260 ppm, O 2 = 12.3%, H2 O = 0 or
4.5%, balance N2 . Reaction time = 0.72 s at 1200 K (constant mass ow). The
surface to volume ratio was 1.2. In the calculations, it is assumed that (HOCN) 3
is instantaneously converted to HNCO (1410 ppm).
When CO is added as a combustible, the temperature window is lowered further,
with onset of reaction occurring below 1100 K. Figure 37 shows comparison of
experimental data and modeling predictions for HNCO, NO, N 2 O, CO, and
CO2 for these conditions. Due to the large excess of HNCO compared to NO,
as well as the long residence time, the temperature window for the process is
unusually wide, extending from 1100 K to beyond 1350 K. A signicant fraction
of the NO is converted to N2 O; only at the highest investigated temperature of
1350 K is N2 O depleted.
Despite the uncertainties in the subset for HNCO, the model describes the data
of Caton and Siebers satisfactorily, particularly in the presence of combustibles.
Nitric oxide is generally overpredicted in the higher end of the temperature
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Figure 37: Comparison of modeling predictions and experimental data for the
RapReNOx process in a quartz ow reactor. The experimental data, taken from
Caton and Siebers [158], are shown as symbols, modeling predictions as lines.
Inlet mole fractions: (HOCN) 3 = 470 ppm, NO = 330 ppm, CO = 1260 ppm, O 2
= 12.3%, H2 O = 4.5%, balance N2 . Reaction time = 0.72 s at 1200 K (constant
mass ow). In the calculations, it is assumed that (HOCN) 3 is instantaneously
converted to HNCO (1410 ppm).
window, but N2 O is predicted well. However, the availability of reliable experimental data for RapReNO x is limited and it is dicult to fully assess the
predictive capabilities of the model.
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4.1.3

SNCR with urea (NO x Out)

Selective non-catalytic reduction of NO using urea as a reducing agent was
proposed by Muzio and coworkers [286] who termed the process NO x Out. At
high temperatures, urea decomposes rapidly to NH 3 and HNCO [158], and thus
the chemistry of the process shares important similarities with both Thermal
DeNOx and RapReNOx . Compared to ammonia, the use of urea has the advantage of easier handling and reduced safety hazards. In addition, the urea SNCR
process has a slightly wider temperature window than SNCR with NH 3 . A disadvantage of the process is that, similarly to RapReNO x , N2 O will be formed
and may be emitted from the process.
The urea SNCR process is not as well characterized as Thermal DeNO x , even
though its commercial impact is similar. Experimental data for NO x Out, obtained under well-dened conditions in the laboratory, are limited, partly because urea is typically added to the reactor either in solid form or dissolved
in water. In laboratory scale, ow reactor experiments have been reported by
Alzueta et al. [287] and Lee et al. [288], while Rota et al. [289, 290] conducted
experiments in a jet-stirred reactor.
Chemical kinetic models for the NO x Out process have been reported by several
groups [287, 289, 291]. The reaction mechanism involves reactions for urea decomposition, along with the H/N/O subset for Thermal DeNO x and the HNCO
subset for RapReNOx . Data for urea decomposition at high temperatures and
high heating rates representative of the SNCR process are limited, but results
indicate that it is fast [291,292]; we assume it to happen instantaneously. When
urea is added in an aqueous solution or as a solid, the decomposition presumably happens in condensed phase; reported activation energies of 15-20 kcal
mol−1 [292] seem to be too low to be compatible with a gas-phase dissociation.
Details of the condensed phase decomposition of urea still need to be veried,
but a preliminary reaction mechanism has been proposed based on TGA exper-
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iments [293].

Figure 38 compares modeling predictions to the experimental data from Alzueta
et al. [287], obtained in a laminar ow reactor, and from Rota et al. [289],
measured in a jet-stirred reactor.

Despite dierences in reactor conguration

and urea/NO molar ratio, the two data sets agree fairly well.

The onset of

reaction (in the absence of combustibles) occurs at around 1150 K, with the
highest NO reduction observed at about 1250 K.

Comparison of experimental data [287,289] and modeling predictions for reduction of NO by urea. Symbols denote experimental data, while solid lines denote modeling
predictions. Upper gure (laminar ow quartz reactor (S/V = 2.3) [287]): Inlet concentrations: urea = 150 ppm, NO = 300 ppm, O2 = 4.0%, H2 O = 4%, balance N2 . Residence
time (s) = 200/T(K). Lower gure (jet-stirred reactor [289]): Inlet concentrations: urea =
300 ppm, NO = 500 ppm, O2 = 4.0%, H2 O = 19%, balance N2 . Nominal residence time (s)
= 200/T(K).

Figure 38:

The model captures the trends well and the agreement with experiment is satisfactory. The minimum in NO is predicted at slightly higher temperatures than
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observed and the level of reduction is overpredicted at higher temperatures, but
the dierences are not large.
Similar to the situation for RapReNO x , the availability of experimental data
for NOx Out is limited and the predictive capability of the model is dicult to
assess. However, conceivably the uncertainty in predictions is similar to that
for Thermal DeNOx , since this subset, in particular the choice of rate constants
for the NH2 + NO reaction and NNH dissociation, controls the temperature
window for the process.
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4.2

Reburning

Sixty years ago Myerson et al. [294] discovered that hydrocarbon radicals react
fast with NO. A low-NOx technique that exploits this reaction was outlined
by Wendt et al. [295], who termed the method reburning. In reburning NO
is removed from the combustion products by using fuel as reducing agent. By
adding part of the fuel and combustion air to the post ame region instead of
the main combustion zone a three stage combustion process is obtained. The
rst stage, where around 80% of the heat is released, is normally run with
stoichiometric or excess air. The reburn fuel, which usually constitutes 10-20%
of the total fuel, is added after the primary combustion zone to form a fuel-rich
second stage where NO is reduced. Downstream of the reburn zone secondary
combustion air is added to secure complete burnout.
The reburning process has been studied extensively, both experimentally and
through modeling work [296]. The reported experimental work includes data
from ow reactors [21, 23, 265267, 297, 298], jet-stirred reactors [100, 268, 270,
272], and low-pressure ames [299303]. The stages in the reburn process involves mixing of the reburn fuel into the ue gas from the primary zone, decomposition of the reburn fuel and formation of ame radicals to react with NO,
and conversion of the formed cyano and amine species to molecular nitrogen.
The reburn chemistry is quite complex, sharing similarities with both prompt
NO and fuel-NO chemistry. Despite this complexity, reported modeling studies
for reburning [1,21,23,24,262,266,268273] have generally provided satisfactory
results, at least for smaller hydrocarbons.

4.2.1

Reaction subset for reburning

Table 10 lists selected reactions from the reburning subset of the model. Significant progress has been made in characterizing the reactions that reduce NO.
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In the 12001500 K range typical of the reburn process it is primarily the reactions HCCO + NO, CH 3 + NO and
NO [21, 23].

3

CH2 + NO that are active in reducing

At higher temperatures, for instance in wellstirred reactors or

ames, NO is primarily reduced by smaller hydrocarbon radicals, i.e.,

3

CH2 ,

CH, and C [1]. Many of these steps are complex, multi-step reactions.

A

74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.

CH3 + NO  HCN + H2 O
CH3 + NO  H2 CN + OH
3
CH2 + NO  HCNO + H
3
CH2 + NO  HCN + OH
1
CH2 + NO  HCN + OH
1
CH2 + NO  3 CH2 + NO
CH + NO  CO + NH
CH + NO  NCO + H
CH + NO  HCN + O
CH + NO  CN + OH
CH + NO  HCO + N
C + NO  CN + O
C + NO  CO + N
C2 H3 + NO  HCN + CH2 O
C2 H + NO  HCN + CO
C2 H + NO  CN + HCO
C2 + NO  C2 O + N
HCCO + NO  HCNO + CO
HCCO + NO  HCN + CO2
C2 O + NO  CO + NCO
HCNO + H  HCN + OH
HCNO + O  HCO + NO
HCNO + O  NCO + OH
HCNO + OH  CO + H2 NO
HCNO + OH  HCO + HNO

β

E

Source

1.5E-1

3.520

3950

[304]

1.5E-1

3.520

3950

[304]

3.1E12

0.000

-378

[305, 306]

3.9E11

0.000

-378

[305, 306]

2.0E13

0.000

0

est

1.0E14

0.000

0

[307]

9.1E12

0.000

0

[26]

1.8E13

0.000

0

[26]

7.9E13

0.000

0

[26]

1.1E12

0.000

0

[26]

6.8E12

0.000

0

[26]

2.0E13

0.000

0

[307]

2.8E13

0.000

0

[307]

7.0E21

-3.382

1025

[308]

4.6E13

0.000

570

1.4E13

0.000

570

2.3E13

0.000

8640

[311]

7.5E12

0.000

-676

[312314]

2.1E12

0.000

-676

[312314]

1.0E14

0.000

670

[315]

7.2E10

0.841

8612

[316]

[309, 310]
[309, 310]

6.3E13

0.000

0

[317]

7.0E12

0.000

0

[316]

1.0E13

0.000

-1490

[318]

6.0E12

0.000

-1490

[318]

Table 10: Selected reactions in the reburn subset. Parameters for use in the
β
modied Arrhenius expression k=AT exp(-E/[RT]). Units are mol, cm, s, cal.

The reaction between CH 3 and NO has three product channels:

CH3 + NO(+M)  CH3 NO(+M)
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CH3 + NO  HCN + H2 O

(R74)

CH3 + NO  H2 CN + OH

(R75)

It has been studied extensively, both at low temperatures, where only the recombination reaction is competitive, and at high temperatures, where cyanides are
formed (R74, R75). In the temperature range of the present work, the CH 3 NO
complex dissociates rapidly, and only reactions R74 and R75 serve to remove
NO. The overall rate for these two steps is fairly well established. We use a
rate constant for the overall reaction derived theoretically by Miller et al. [304],
which is in good agreement with high temperature experimental data [319, 320],
together with a branching fraction of 50% [21].

The reaction between

3

CH2 and NO has two major product channels, presum-

ably
3

CH2 + NO  HCNO + H

(R76)

3

CH2 + NO  HCN + OH

(R77)

Despite a number of experimental studies [305, 321323] both reaction rate and
product channels for this reaction remain uncertain. In particular, the static
reactor laser photolysis measurements of Atakan et al. [305] deviate signicantly
from the shock tube results of Bauerle et al. [323] at the overlapping temperature
of 1000 K, both in the overall rate constant and in the contribution of an OH
producing channel. Following Mendiara and Glarborg [23], we adopt the overall
rate constant from Atakan et al., using the branching fraction reported by Fikri
et al. [306]. The reaction of singlet CH 2 with NO yields primarily inter-system
crossing to triplet CH 2 , with a possible minor channel forming HCN [21]. For the
reaction of CH with NO that appears to have ve product channels (R80-R84),
we rely on the recommendations of Baulch et al. [26].

The reaction between ketenyl and NO,

HCCO + NO  HCNO + CO
91

(R91)

HCCO + NO  HCN + CO2

(R92)

has been characterized experimentally in a number of studies [312314,324328]
and both the overall rate constant and the branching fraction is fairly well
established. Measurements of the branching fraction indicate that the HCNO
+ CO channel (R91) dominates, with reported yields of 64-88% [313, 314, 326,
327]. We have combined the total rate coecient measurement of Carl et al.
[312] with the reported branching fraction, which appears to be independent
of temperature [313, 314], to arrive at the rate coecients used in the present
work.
The reactions between hydrocarbon radicals and NO mostly feed into the cyanide
pool, forming mainly hydrogen cyanide; the cyanide chemistry is discussed in
section 3.4. However, both HCCO + NO (R76) and 3 CH2 + NO (R91) form
HCNO and the fate of this intermediate is important for the NO reduction eciency. In earlier reburn modeling work [21], it was assumed that the reactions
of HCNO with O and OH were fast and that both of them produced NO as
the major product. Later, Miller et al. [316] proposed NCO as an alternative
product for the HCNO + OH reaction. However, recent experimental [318] and
theoretical [329] work indicate that the HCNO + OH reaction forms mainly
H2 NO (R97) and HNO (R98). Thereby the reactions of HCNO with O (R95)
and OH (R97, R98) largely recycle HCNO back to NO, and consequently the
reactions that form HCNO have only a minor impact on the NO reduction
eciency.

4.2.2

Modeling reburning

Even though the reburning process has been studied extensively, experimental
data obtained under well-controlled conditions in laboratory scale are limited.
For the present purposes, we have selected data from wellstirred reactor and
ow reactor experiments.
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Chen and Malte [330] studied combustion of CH 4 /O2 /N2 mixtures doped with
NO in a jet-stirred ow reactor. They measured the emissions of NO, HCN
and NH3 as a function of fuel-air equivalence ratio and temperature. Figure 39
shows comparison between their measurements and modeling predictions for
reactor temperatures of 1580 K and 1800 K.

Figure 39: Comparison of measured [330] and predicted emissions of xed nitrogen species in combustion of methane doped with 5000 ppm NO in a wellstirred
reactor. The symbols denote experimental data, while the solid lines denote calculated values. Reactor conditions: temperatures of 1580 K or 1800 K, nominal
residence time 9.0 ms, and pressure 1.0 atm.
The behavior of the reburning system is similar at the two investigated temperatures. Under lean conditions 60-100% of the NO is emitted, while under
fuel-rich conditions the emission of NO is considerably lower, constituting less
than 20% of the inlet NO at fuel-air equivalence ratios larger than 1.4. Here, a
major part of the NO is converted to cyanides, with minor amounts of ammonia
formed. There is a minimum in total xed nitrogen (TFN), taken here as the
sum HCN + NH3 + NO, as a function of the equivalence ratio. The minimum
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at 1580 K occurs at a fuel-air equivalence ratio below 1.2, while at 1800 K the
minimum is observed at more reducing conditions, φ ≈ 1.3. The agreement between experimental data and modeling predictions is good. Both NO, HCN and
NH3 are predicted well over the whole range of equivalence ratios, in particular
at the higher temperature.
The importance of competing reaction pathways depends strongly on the actual reburn conditions, particularly reburn fuel, temperature, and stoichiometry. However, the results can all be interpreted in terms of three most important
overall steps:

• Decomposition of the reburn fuel and formation of hydrocarbon radicals
• Fast reaction of hydrocarbon radicals with NO, forming cyanide species
• Comparatively slow conversion of cyanide species via isocyanic and amine
species partly to N2 and partly back to NO
Figure 40 shows a reaction path diagram for the reburn chemistry, for methane
as a reburn fuel. Nitric oxides are converted into cyanides and isocyanides by
reactions with a wide range of hydrocarbon radicals, mainly CH 3 , 3 CH2 , CH,
C, and HCCO. At high radical concentrations (high temperatures and/or jetstirred reactor conditions), the smaller hydrocarbon radicals are most active in
reducing NO, while in a less reactive environment (lower temperatures and/or
ow reactor conditions) reactions of NO with CH 3 and HCCO dominate.
The cyanide pool is oxidized in a sequence of reactions similar to that discussed
for prompt-NO formation (section 3.2) and HCN oxidation (section 3.4). Under
high-temperature, reducing conditions a signicant fraction of the HCN is con+M,H

OH

verted through the isomer HNC in the sequence HCN −→ HNC −→ HNCO
H

H,OH

−→ NH2 −→ NH. This sequence is shown as a single dashed line in Fig. 40.
Reactions of 3 CH2 and HCCO with NO yield HCNO, which becomes an important nitrogen intermediate under certain conditions. The HCNO is partly con94

Figure 40: Reaction path diagram for NO reduction by reburning with methane.
Dashed lines denote multi-step pathways (see discussion).
verted to HCN by reaction with atomic hydrogen and possibly also by thermal
dissociation. However, a signicant fraction of the HCNO is recycled directly or
indirectly (via HNO and H2 NO) to NO through reaction with OH (R97, R98)
and O (R95); these recycling pathways are shown in Fig. 40 as a single dashed
line.
Figure 41 shows sensitivity coecients for NO for the conditions of the Chen
and Malte experiments for fuel-air equivalence ratios of 1.1 and 1.3. The analysis shows that the reactions of importance for NO removal depends on the
stoichiometry, but there are some common trends. Nitric oxide is consumed by
mainly hydrocarbon radicals and prediction of NO is sensitive to these steps, in
particular CH3 + NO (R74, R75), 3 CH2 + NO (R76), and CH + NO (R82).
Consequently, also reactions promoting formation of CH n exhibit negative sensitivity coecients; these steps include CH 3 + H (R99, R100b), CH3 + OH (R103)
and 3 CH2 + H (R106). Oxidation of hydrocarbon radicals to oxygenated in95

termediates inhibits NO removal; this takes place mainly through the reactions
CH3 + O (R101), 3 CH2 + OH (R107), CH + H 2 O (R115), and CH + CO 2
(R116). Nitric oxide may also be reduced by reaction with amine radicals, NH
+ NO (R17) and N + NO (R1), or reformed by the reaction N + OH (R3).

Figure 41: Sensitivity coecients for prediction of NO under the conditions of
the Chen and Malte reburn experiments [330] at 1580 K as a function of the
stoichiometry (φ = 1.1 or 1.3).

Figure 42 shows a comparison between the ow reactor data of Myerson [297]
and calculations for combustion of methane in a simulated ue gas containing
CO, CO2 , O2 and N2 , together with 1150 ppm NO. The gure shows the eect
of oxygen concentration on the emission of total xed nitrogen (NO + HCN +
NH3 ) from the reactor. Myerson observed signicant temperature gradients in
the reactor and the reported temperature of 1423 K was only accurate within

±70

K.

Myerson showed that for a variety of fuels, there was a most eective molar
ratio between the oxygen and the reburn fuel at which a minimum TFN could
be obtained. The observed minimum for methane occurs at an O 2 /CH4 ratio
of 1.0 (Figure 42). The agreement between experimental data and calculations
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Figure 42: Comparison of measured [297] and predicted emissions of total xed
nitrogen species (HCN + NH 3 + NO) for reaction of methane with a simulated
ue gas in a ow reactor (mullite or alumina). The symbols denote experimental
data, while the solid line denotes calculated values. The dashed line denotes the
predicted NO emission. Reactor conditions: temperature 1423 ±70 K (assumed
1450 K in calculations), residence time 189 ms, and pressure 1.0 atm. Inlet mole
fractions: 0.46% CH4 , 1.0% CO, 13.2% CO2 , 0.115% NO 0.0012, O2 varying;
N2 balance.
is good, except at very reducing conditions (O 2 /CH4 < 1.0) where the concentration of total xed nitrogen is overpredicted. Both modeling predictions
and experimental data indicate that the xed nitrogen under these conditions
consists almost entirely of NO and HCN; only negligible amounts of NH 3 are
formed.
Alzueta and coworkers [21,267] studied the reburn chemistry for dierent hydrocarbon fuels in ow reactor experiments under reducing conditions. In Fig. 43 a
comparison is shown between their data and calculations for NO in combustion
of methane and C2 -hydrocarbons as a function of temperature.
The results show that the ability to remove NO varies signicantly between the
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investigated hydrocarbons.

Under the conditions of the experiments, CH 4 is

only active above 1350 K, reducing NO by about 30%. A simulated natural gas
(methane with about 10% of ethane) is more ecient in reducing NO and with a
lower onset temperature, about 1300 K. Among the C 2 -hydrocarbons, acetylene
and ethylene behave similarly, with an NO reduction of up to about 50% from
1150 K. Ethane is able to reduce NO above 1100 K, with the eciency increasing
with temperature. Nitric oxide is partly converted to hydrogen cyanide for all
fuels, but the HCN concentrations are comparatively low.

The modeling predictions capture the trends well and are mostly in good agreement with the experimental results.

The only major discrepancy is seen for

reburning with ethane, where both the reduction of NO and the formation of
HCN is underpredicted.

Part of this dierence may be attributed to mixing

eects in the reactor, as discussed by Glarborg et al. [21].

Prediction of the potential of reburning for reducing NO relies on the ability of
the model to describe the chemistry in the reducing zone, where hydrocarbon
radicals are formed and act to reduce NO, and at the rich-lean transition, where
the formed cyanides and amines are converted to NO and N 2 .

The accuracy

in predicting the fuel-derived radical concentrations is still in discussion, even
for oxidation of methane (see section 3.2 and App. B). However, since most of
the C1 and C2 radicals typically participate in removing NO and the radical
+ NO reactions generally are fairly well characterized, the model would be
expected to predict the NO consumption in the reducing zone perhaps within
30% for methane, with a slightly higher uncertainty for other hydrocarbons. The
burnout chemistry at the rich-lean transition, which is discussed in more detail
by Kristensen et al. [182], involves oxidation of HCN and NH 3 in the presence of
the remaining combustibles as well as of NO. It shares similarities with selective
non-catalytic reduction of NO (see section 4.1).

The radical generation in the

burnout region is controlled by oxidation of CO and H 2 rather than by the
nitrogen chemistry, and the selectivity for forming NO and N 2 from the reactive
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nitrogen species would be expected to be captured well by the model.
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Figure 43: Comparison of experimental data [21,267] and modeling predictions
for reduction of NO by hydrocarbons under reburning conditions in a quartz ow
reactor. Symbols denote experimental data, while solid lines denote modeling
predictions. Inlet concentrations: CH 4 = 2800 ppm, O2 = 4830 ppm, NO =
920 ppm (τ = 181[K]/T); CH4 = 2770 ppm, C2 H6 = 260 ppm, O2 = 4885 ppm,
NO = 850 ppm (τ = 170[K]/T); C2 H2 = 890 ppm, O2 = 1700 ppm, NO = 835
ppm (τ = 162[K]/T); C2 H4 = 1020 ppm, O2 = 2015 ppm, NO = 790 ppm (τ =
165[K]/T); C2 H6 = 1530 ppm, O2 = 3970 ppm, NO = 870 ppm (τ = 167[K]/T).
All experiments were conducted with 2% H 2 O, balance N2 , at 1.05 atm.
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Concluding remarks
Close to thirty years ago, Miller and Bowman published their epochal review
on nitrogen chemistry in combustion. They concluded that future changes to
their proposed mechanism were likely to be quantitative rather than qualitative.
Since then, our knowledge of the thermochemistry and rate constants important
for formation and destruction of nitrogen oxides has increased considerably, facilitated by the development of high-level theoretical tools. However, to a large
extent the statement of Miller and Bowman has turned out to be accurate. The
subsets describing formation of NO by the thermal mechanism, via N 2 O, or
from oxidation of cyanides and amines are now more reliable due to advances in
our knowledge of specic reactions, but qualitatively they are similar to those
proposed by Miller and Bowman. The same applies for the reburn type chemistry that serves to destroy NO in staged combustion. Major discoveries post
Miller and Bowman concern the formation of prompt NO, where the products
of the rate controlling reaction between CH and N 2 is now known to be NCN
+ H rather than HCN + N, and the Thermal DeNO x process, where the predicted lifetime of NNH has been reduced from 10−4 s to 10−9 s, so reaction
now is restrained by the branching fraction α of the NH2 + NO reaction rather
than by reaction of NNH with NO or O 2 . Despite the advances in the accuracy of specic rate constants, there are still subsets of the nitrogen chemistry
where modeling predictions are less reliable than desired; these include primarily prompt NO formation and selective non-catalytic reduction of NO (SNCR).
However, overall the present non-optimized model oers reliable predictions for
formation and destruction of NO over a wide range of conditions and can be used
with a signicant degree of condence in engineering calculations for industrial
processes.
Future challenges in nitrogen chemistry include extension of the model to more
complicated fuels (emphasizing, for instance, formation of hydrocarbon radicals
that may interact with nitrogen species), more complex nitrogen compounds
101

such as cyclic species, and, not least, extension to the high pressures encountered
in engines and gas turbines.
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Appendices
A: Surface reactions in quartz reactors.
A signicant fraction of the experimental data on nitrogen chemistry in combustion is obtained in atmospheric pressure, laminar ow quartz reactors. While
these data benet from well-characterized experimental conditions, the potential impact of surface reactions on the reactor walls introduces an uncertainty
in data interpretation. Heterogeneous reactions may involve decomposition of
fuel components, promoting reaction, or loss of radicals, inhibiting reaction.
Some nitrogen species, in particular ammonia [186,331,332], are known to decompose on quartz surfaces. Dean et al. [254] observed that heterogeneous
eects aected induction times for oxidation of ammonia. For Thermal DeNO x ,
Lyon and Benn [257] found little impact of surfaces, consistent with the modeling study of Glarborg et al. [186] who concluded that surface decomposition
of NH3 was not important for SNCR in low S/V quartz reactors. However,
Suhlmann and Rotzoll [333] reported that for high surface/volume ratios, presence of quartz surfaces widened the temperature window for the process.
Radical recombination on SiO2 surfaces (quartz, Pyrex, etc.) has been studied extensively, due to its importance for reaction in reactors (e.g., explosion
limits [334]) and on heat shields for space vehicles in earth reentry [335]. The
radical recombination at the surface is usually described in terms of an apparent recombination eciency γ . Data are available for H [336], O [335340],
OH [215,341343], HO2 [215,342,344346] and N [337].
It can be expected that the impact of the surface will depend on the concentration of water vapor in the system. In ow reactor experiments, the dominating
radicals are O (dry conditions) or OH (moist conditions), provided the mixture
is not too fuel-rich. In addition to controlling the main chain carrier, the pres147

ence of water vapor has been reported to alter the surface condition, for instance
inhibiting oxidation of CO on a quartz surface [347].
In a dry system, where the silica surface may be more active, atomic oxygen is the dominating chain carrier under oxidizing conditions. The recombination probability for O on quartz is found to be a complex function of
temperature [336], but in the 700-1430 K range results are consistent, indicating an activation energy for the apparent recombination eciency of 4.2
kcal mol−1 [335, 336]. At these temperatures, it is likely that both Eley-Rideal
and Langmuir-Hinshelwood recombination mechanisms contribute to the radical
loss [340, 348, 349].
It is of interest whether a radical loss mechanism can explain the dierence between measured and predicted temperatures for the onset of reaction in SNCR
experiments conducted under dry conditions (see section 4.1.1 and Fig. 30).
Figure 44 compares experimental results for the NH 3 /NO/O2 system obtained
under dry conditions [278] with modeling predictions with and without heterogeneous removal of O. The sink of atomic oxygen on the quartz surface is
represented in the mechanism by a pseudo-rst-order reaction with an activation energy set to the value reported by Kim and Boudart [336] and the A-factor
adjusted to predict the observed onset of reaction for the conditions of Fig. 44.
Addition of this pseudo-reaction to the mechanism shifts the predicted window
for the process towards higher temperature, providing a good agreement between modeling and experiments. However, results in literature on the impact
of surface reactions on ammonia oxidation and Thermal DeNO x in dry systems
indicate that heterogeneous radical loss is insignicant. Lyon and Benn [257] reported that reaction rates for the NH 3 /O2 /NO system was reproducible within
6% when varying the surface to volume ratio by a factor of two in a dry system.
Furthermore, Dean et al. [254] varied the S/V ratio from 4 cm −1 to 20 cm−1
without observing signicant changes in the post-induction time NH 3 oxidation
rate.
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Figure 44: Comparison of experimental data [278] and modeling predictions for
reduction of NO by NH3 under dry conditions. Symbols denote experimental
data, while lines denote modeling predictions. Inlet concentrations: NH 3 = 832
ppm, NO = 507 ppm, O2 = 4.0%, balance N2 . Residence time (s) = 92.7/T(K).
The dashed line denotes modeling predictions conducted with surface loss of
atomic O corresponding to a pseudo-rst-order reaction with a rate constant
kO,surf = 20· VS · T0.5 exp(-2110/T) s−1 .
Loss of radicals on the surfaces of quartz ow reactors in moist systems was
discussed by Kristensen and coworkers [350, 351]. Figure 45 shows their results
for moist CO oxidation in quartz reactors of varying size. The moist CO oxidation experiments had good reproducibility, independent of time and among
reactors of varying size. The results indicate that under moist conditions loss
of radicals on the quartz surface of aged reactors is negligible. Modeling predictions conducted with loss of O atoms on the surface with the rate constant
derived above (assuming it to be proportional to the surface/volume ratio of
the reactor) shows an impact of reactor size not observed experimentally.
Based on this evidence, we conclude that surface loss of radicals in quartz reactors is generally insignicant at temperatures relevant to combustion. However,
surface decomposition or oxidation of reactive species could conceivably play a
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Figure 45: Comparison of experimental data [350] and modeling predictions for
moist oxidation of CO in a ow reactor: eect of quartz reactor size. Symbols denote experimental data, while solid lines denote modeling predictions. Reactor
surface to volume ratios are 10 cm −1 (small), 7.8 cm−1 (medium), and 4.4 cm−1
(large). Inlet concentrations: 1468-1520 (1500) ppm CO, 2.1% O 2 , 2.0% H2 O,
balance N2 . The residence times are 64/T[K] s (small or medium reactor) and
69/T[K] s (large reactor). Pressure is 1.05 atm. The modeling predictions are
conducted with (dashed lines, color same as corresponding experimental data)
and without (solid line) surface loss of atomic O corresponding to a pseudorst-order reaction with a rate constant k O,surf = 20· VS · T0.5 exp(-2110/T) s−1 .
role, and data from ow reactor or batch reactor experiments on systems that
react slowly (such as HNCO oxidation) or are sensitive to initiation (e.g, NH 3
oxidation) must be interpreted with caution.
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B: Formation and consumption of hydrocarbon radicals.
Table 11 lists important reactions in the CH n subset (n = 0-3). Formation of
methylene in its triplet (3 CH2 ) and singlet (1 CH2 ) states from methyl occurs
mainly by reactions involving H and OH. In the present mechanism, the rate
constant for CH3 + H to form 3 CH2 + H2 (R99) is drawn from Klippenstein
(unpublished work), while the channel to 1 CH2 + H2 (R100b), represented by
the reverse step, was adopted from the evaluation of Baulch et al. [26]. The
rate constants for the CH3 + OH reactions (R103, R104) were based on the
theoretical work of Jasper et al. [352]. The calculated rate constant k 103 for
abstraction on the triplet surface is in good agreement with the measurement
of Wilson and Balint-Kurti [353]. Singlet CH 2 formed in (R100b) and (R104)
is mostly converted to its triplet state by the rapid collisionally induced intersystem crossing (R105).
The CH radical is formed from methylene by the reactions CH 2 + H → CH
+ H2 (R106) and CH2 + OH → CH + H2 O (R108). The rate constants for
both of these steps have been in question. Low temperature data for reaction
R106 [361365] are in good agreement, indicating a fast reaction with a rate
constant of around 1014 mol cm−3 s−1 . However, the extrapolation to high
temperatures is uncertain. Early high-temperature data from shock tubes [366]
and ames [367] indicated that the reaction is not faster than 1013 mol cm−3
s−1 at 2000 K, while more recent shock tube work of Rohrig et al. [358] and
Deppe and Wagner [368] suggested a fast rate even at high temperature.
Measurements [369372] of the rate constant of the reverse reaction, CH + H 2
→ CH2 + H (R106b), support the ndings of Rohrig et al. and Deppe and
Wagner that the CH2 + H rate constant is largely independent of temperature.
Figure 46 compares the available data for k 106 , both from direct measurements
of the forward reaction and from converting data for k 106b through the equilibrium constant. Values of k106 derived from reaction R106b are generally larger,
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A
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.

CH3 + H  3 CH2 + H2
1
CH2 + H2  CH3 + H
CH3 + O  CH2 O + H
CH3 + O  CO + H2 + H
CH3 + OH  3 CH2 + H2 O
CH3 + OH  1 CH2 + H2 O
1

CH2 + M  CH2 + M
CH2 + H  CH + H2
3
CH2 + OH  CH2 O + H
3
CH2 + OH  CH + H2 O
3
CH2 + O2  CO2 + H + H
3
CH2 + O2  CH2 O + O
CH + H  C + H2
CH + OH  HCO + H
CH + O2  HCO + O
CH + OH  C + H2 O
CH + H2 O  CH2 O + H
CH + CO2  HCO + CO
C + OH  CO + H
C + O2  CO + O
3

β

E

Source

1.2E06 2.43 11941 a
7.6E13 0.00
0 [354]
6.9E13 0.00
0 [26,355]
1.5E13 0.00
0 [26,355]
4.3E04 2.568
3997 [352]
2.2E14 -0.53832 -220 [352], 0.013 bar
1.2E15 -0.72747 600 0.13 bar
4.3E15 -0.85972 1888 1.3 bar
1.3E13 0.00
400 [356] (N2 )
1.6E14 0.000
0 See text
2.9E13 0.1228
-162 [357]
8.6E05 2.019
6776 [357]
2.1E09 0.9929
-269 a
1.3E06 2.4202 1604 a
1.2E14 0.000
0 [26]
3.0E13 0.000
0 [21]
9.7E13 0.000
0 [358]
4.0E07 2.000
3000 [21]
8.5E08 1.144 -2051 a
8.8E06 1.750 -1040 [359]
5.0E13 0.000
0 est
2.0E13 0.000
0 [360]

a:

Rate constant calculated by S.J. Klippenstein (unpublished work).
Table 11: Selected reactions involved in formation and consumption of hydrocarbon radicals. Parameters for use in the modied Arrhenius expression k =
ATβ exp(-E/[RT]). Units are mol, cm, s, cal. In reactions R102 and R109 a
signicant fraction of the initial bimolecular products dissociate prior to their
thermalization. In this instance, the proper phenomenological rate model for
that directly dissociative fraction involves a description of the reactions as producing three separate molecular products.
perhaps due to interference from the competing step CH + H 2 (+M) −→ CH3
(+M). In the present work we have applied a rate constant of 1.6 ·1014 cm3
mol−1 s−1 , slightly faster than the recommendation of Baulch et al. [26]. However, there is signicant scatter in the data and an accurate determination of
k106 over a wide temperature range is desirable.
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Figure 46: Arrhenius plot for the reaction CH 2 + H  CH + H2 (R106).
The closed symbols denote measurements in the forward reaction while the
open symbols denote data obtained from measurements of the reverse step,
converted using the thermodynamic properties of the present work. Data for
k106 : Grebe and Homann [361], Bohland and Temps [362], Bohland et al. [363],
Boullart et al. [364], Devriendt et al. [365], Rohrig et al. [358] and Deppe and
Wagner [368]. Data derived from measurements of k 106b : Berman and Lin [369],
Zabarnick et al. [370], Becker et al. [371], Brownsword et al. [372]. The solid
line shows the value used in the present model while the dashed line denotes
the recommendation of Baulch et al. [26].
For the reaction of CH2 with OH (R107, R108) we rely on the theoretical work of
Jasper et al. [357]. Reactions R106 and R108 that form CH compete with steps
involving O, OH, and O2 that form oxygenated species and serve to diminish
the CHn radical pool.
The most important CH-consuming step under reducing conditions is the reaction with atomic hydrogen:
CH + H  C + H2

(R111)

Baulch et al. [26] recommend a value of k 108 of 1.2 · 1014 cm3 mol−1 s−1 , based
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on shock tube results for reaction R111b by Dean et al. [373]. The fast rate
is supported by theory [374], but conicts with measurements at room temperature [375, 376]. Reaction R111 competes with other consumption steps of
CH, including reactions with O, OH, O 2 , and H2 O. Even though they are much
slower than the radical-radical reactions, reactions of CH with H 2 O and CO2
may become important under conditions with high concentrations of combustion
products. The reaction between CH and H 2 O yields formaldehyde,

CH + H2 O  CH2 O + H

(R115)

Figure 47 shows an Arrhenius plot for the reaction. Previous modeling studies
have relied on the measurements of Zabarnick et al. [377] (298-669 K) and Blitz
et al. [378] (291-673 K), which show a negative temperature dependence of
reaction R115, making it comparatively slow under most combustion conditions.
Recently, Klippenstein (unpublished work) studied the reaction at a high level
of theory. He calculated a rate constant with a minimum at approximately 800
K and a slow increase with temperature above this value. His rate constant,
which was adopted in the present model, results in a reaction which is more
competitive at combustion temperatures and consequently a faster predicted
consumption of CH.
The rate constant for the reaction between CH and CO 2 (R14) has been measured over a wider temperature range (2983500 K) [382385]. The data, which
show a strong curvature in the Arrhenius expression, are well described by the
rate constant proposed by Glarborg and Bentzen [359].

4.2.3

Modeling the CH n radical pool in ames

Hydrocarbon radical concentrations reported from low-pressure, premixed methane
ames include data for methyl [303, 386, 387], triplet methylene [386], and singlet methylene [388394]. Most data are available for methylidyne (CH), which
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Figure 47: Arrhenius plot for the reaction CH + H 2 O → CH2 O + H (R115).
The symbols denote measurements while the solid line denotes a theoretical
determination. Data were drawn from the following sources: Bosnali and Perner
[379], Zabarnick et al. [377], Blitz et al. [378], Bergeat et al. [380], Hickson et
al. [381], and Klippenstein (unpublished).
has been detected in methane ames [62, 70, 95, 97, 303, 395405], as well as
in ames of C2 H2 [62, 97, 406], C2 H4 [35], C2 H6 [70, 405], C3 H6 [66], and
C3 H8 [70,396,405,407].
Figure 11 shown in section 3.2.3 compared the measured and calculated CHproles from two sets of low-pressure methane ames, obtained over a range
of fuel-air equivalence ratios. Modeling predictions were generally in satisfactory agreement with measurements, capturing the CH concentration within a
a factor of two under all conditions. Here we compare modeling predictions
with measured proles for a wider range of CH n radicals, obtained by molecular
beam sampling and mass spectrometry.
In Fig. 48, modeling predictions are compared to data from Hennessy et al. [386]
for a low-pressure, premixed methane/oxygen/argon ame. The structure of
this ame is well predicted by the model; all major species (including CH 4
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shown) are captured precisely. The peak concentrations of CH 3 and 3 CH2 are
predicted within a factor of two, but the methylene peak is shifted by about 1.5
mm compared to the measured prole.

Figure 48: Comparison of measured [386] and predicted mole fractions of CH 4 ,
CH3 , and 3 CH2 for a low-pressure premixed methane/air ame. The symbols
denote experimental data, while the solid lines denote calculated values. Conditions: pressure of 20 torr, inlet composition 19% CH 4 , 38% O2 ; balance Ar.
The maximum ame temperature was about 2300 K and the velocity of the
unburnt gas mixture was 119 cm/s.
Figure 49 compares measured and predicted proles of 3 CH2 , CH, and C for the
low-pressure, premixed ethylene/O 2 /N2 ame from Blauwens et al. [35]. The
ame was operated under near-stoichiometric conditions. While CH is calculated quite accurately, the model overpredicts the 3 CH2 and C concentrations
by factors of two and three, respectively.
The uncertainties in the measured radical concentrations in the ames of Hennesy et al. and Blauwens et al. were reported to be factors of three and two,
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Figure 49: Comparison of measured [35] and predicted mole fractions of 3 CH2 ,
CH, C, and NO for a low-pressure premixed ethylene/air ame. The symbols
denote experimental data, while the solid lines denote calculated values. Conditions: pressure of 18.5 torr, fuel-air equivalence ratio of φ = 0.97 (11.2% C2 H4
in O2 /N2 mixture) and a velocity of the unburnt gas mixture of 169 cm/s.
respectively. Lamoureux et al. [72] and Berg et al. [95] measured CH concentrations by laser diagnostics with an estimated accuracy of 20% (see section 3.2.3).
We estimate that modeling predictions of the CH n radical concentrations in
combustion of small hydrocarbons are mostly accurate within a factor of two.
For larger hydrocarbons, formation and consumption of fuel-derived radicals are
more complicated. Sutton et al. [70] compared modeling predictions to ame
measurements for dierent fuels and stoichiometries and concluded that the
tested mechanisms were not able to predict the CH concentration accurately
over a wider range of fuels and conditions. Also, for more complex fuels larger
hydrocarbon radicals, such as propargyl (C 3 H3 ), may become important in interacting with the nitrogen chemistry. More work is desirable in this area, but
it is outside the scope of the present review.
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